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2nd SHIFT DIRECT CARE STAFF POSITION

Are you looking for a rewarding position that makes a difference in lives of our future population?  We are seeking an energetic 
individual to serve as a healthy role model and assist in the care of a group of behaviorally disordered, adolescent females in a 
residential school/group home setting. This is a 40 hour position, primarily afternoon and late evening hours.

Responsibilities include, but are not limited to:

Provide primary support and supervision to youth
Organize, facilitate and participate in recreational activities with youth

2ND SHIFT DIRECT CARE STAFF
FALL RIVER TSHORDeaconess Home

 15206963  2
07/19/21

 40

FLEET MAINTENANCE MECHANIC 2nd  SHIFT

Looking to join a great team in Greater Fall River area.
Second and Third shift positions are now available. 
Fleet maintenance mechanics perform preventive maintenance on Class 8 tractor trailer semi units, maintain and repair equipment to 
operate a safe fleet and to ensure compliance with all State and Federal trucking regulation and compliances. 
Responsibilities include:
Preventive maintenance on all equipment, brakes, rear trailer doors, structural welding, tires, suspension and axle work, electrical 
lighting, and engine repair. 
The applicant must possess, tools, and have three years? experience working as a repair mechanic. 

2ND SHIFT FLEET MAINTENANCE MECHANICS
ASSONET ABORGStop & Shop Distribution Center

 15181106  2
07/14/21

 40

Description
Bringing our love of food to families for five generations!  Blount Fine Foods is a family-owned and operated manufacturer, marketer, 
and developer of premium fresh prepared foods. We are an engaging team, bringing restaurant-quality products to America including 
single-serve grab-n-go fresh soups, mac & cheese, and entrées in grocery stores across the country, as well as for hot bars and 
restaurants. Help us create the finest food experiences including those with specialty certifications that include organic, gluten-free, 
and low sodium, among others. Join a proven team for growth, success, and a satisfying career!

 

Summary: This position requires an ability to work in a fast-paced cold environment, a "can do attitude", flexible, and the ability to 

2ND SHIFT MATERIAL HANDLER
FALL RIVER ABORGBlount Fine Foods

 15181094  2
07/14/21

 40

Summary:  Assists Quality Assurance Management in the maintenance of overall product quality and safety.  Assists in the effective 
completion of tasks and documentation of Quality Assurance responsibilities. In event of absence position will be filled by the Sr. 
Quality Assurance Technician.

Essential Duties and Responsibilities

Receives leadership and daily direction from shift Quality Assurance Sr.Technician & Supervisor.

2ND SHIFT QUALITY ASSURANCE TECH
FALL RIVER ABORGBlount Fine Foods
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Routinely observes production activities to assure consistency and conformance to standards, as well as providing improvement 
suggestions.
Assists in the effective completion and documentation of daily, weekly, and monthly scheduled tasks as required.

 15181104  2
07/14/21

 40

Description
Bringing our love of food to families for five generations!  Blount Fine Foods is a family-owned and operated manufacturer, marketer, 
and developer of premium fresh prepared foods. We are an engaging team, bringing restaurant-quality products to America including 
single-serve grab-n-go fresh soups, mac & cheese, and entrées in grocery stores across the country, as well as for hot bars and 
restaurants. Help us create the finest food experiences including those with specialty certifications that include organic, gluten-free, 
and low sodium, among others. Join a proven team for growth, success, and a satisfying career!

Summary: Responsible for the accurate and efficient packaging of divisional Cup Retail product.

Essential Duties and Responsibilities:

2ND SHIFT QUALITY ASSURANCE TECH
FALL RIVER ABORGBlount Fine Foods

 15207281  3
07/19/21

 40

3rd SHIFT DIRECT CARE STAFF POSITION

 3rd Shift Direct Care Staff offer supervision and support to youth in a residential setting during the night and through their morning 
activities.

Responsibilities:

Provide primary supervision to youth including night-time supervision and wake-up routine
Attend mandatory meetings and trainings
Utilize and implement behavior support techniques

3RD SHIFT DIRECT CARE STAFF
FALL RIVER TSHORDeaconess Home

 15181108  3
07/14/21

 40  4:00 am  1:00 pm

Description
Bringing our love of food to families for five generations!  Blount Fine Foods is a family-owned and operated manufacturer, marketer, 
and developer of premium fresh prepared foods. We are an engaging team, bringing restaurant-quality products to America including 
single-serve grab-n-go fresh soups, mac & cheese, and entrées in grocery stores across the country, as well as for hot bars and 
restaurants. Help us create the finest food experiences including those with specialty certifications that include organic, gluten-free, 
and low sodium, among others. Join a proven team for growth, success, and a satisfying career!

Summary: This position requires an ability to work in a fast-paced cold environment, a "can do attitude", flexible, and the ability to 
follow procedures. Person must be detailed, reliable and team oriented

3RD SHIFT MATERIAL HANDLER
FALL RIVER ABORGBlount Fine Foods

 15181096  3
07/14/21

 40  6:00 pm  2:00 am

Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes 
refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River, 
MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country.

Position Summary: 
The Quality Assurance Technician assists Quality Assurance Management in the maintenance of overall product quality and safety.  This 
key role assures the effective completion and documentation of Quality Assurance responsibilities. 

3RD SHIFT QA TECHNICIAN
FALL RIVER ABORGBlount Fine Foods
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Daily/Position Responsibilities:
Receives daily direction from Quality Assurance Senior Technician and Management.

 15180800  1
07/14/21

 40

High school or equivalent (Preferred)
Accounting: 1 year (Preferred)
Microsoft Excel: 1 year (Preferred)
Job Description:

Answer customer phone calls for account and payment inquiries.
Process customer payments for pending orders.
Reconcile daily payment transactions.
Job Requirements:

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CLERK
FALL RIVER KFRANJS INTERNATIONAL

 15225721  1
07/23/21

 40

Job Tracking ID: 512937-762654Job Location: Fall River, MAJob Level: Any
Job Description:
SSTAR is seeking an Acupuncturist to provide individual and group acupuncture to patients in a variety of programs. Primary areas of 
focus for acupuncturist includes alleviation of pain, mental health disorders and substance use disorders.  The acupuncturist treats in 
both Community Health Center and Ambulatory Behavioral Health Center settings as directed by their supervisor 

Part time or Full time   Pay range from $35- $40 an hour depending on experience.

 

ACUPUNCTURIST
FALL RIVER RTEIXSSTAR Inc.

 15219604  1
07/22/21

 20

P/T Admin Project
Monday-Friday, hours/dates flexible / $20
Building and making changes to Adobe forms

ADMIN
FALL RIVER SMART2Spherion Staffing

 15225739  1
07/23/21

 40

Job Tracking ID: 512937-779172Job Location: Fall River, MAJob Level: AnyLevel of Education: AnyJob Type: Full-Time/RegularDate 
Updated: June 29, 2021Years of Experience: AnyStarting Date: ASAP
ob Description:
Administrative Assistant.   Two openings.  One is to support a new initiative to improve treatment access for people with addiction and 
psychiatric issues. The other will coordinate SSTAR?s credentialing function, working with clinicians and medical providers to ensure 
that they are properly licensed and enrolled with the relevant insurance companies.

 

 

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
FALL RIVER RTEIXSSTAR Inc.

 15225743  1
07/23/21

 40

Job Tracking ID: 512937-782402Job Location: Fall River, MAJob Level: AnyLevel of Education: AnyJob Type: Full-Time/RegularDate 
Updated: July 21, 2021Years of Experience: 2 - 5 YearsStarting Date: ASAP

ASSISTANT PROGRAM DIRECTOR
FALL RIVER RTEIXSSTAR Inc.
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Job Description:
SSTAR is an innovative, state-of-the-art treatment facility known internationally for our work in addictions. The Assistant to the Program 
Director will work in our Clincial Stabilization Services Unit (CSS) and be responsible for a 2 client caseload including federal probation 
clients and coordinating direct admission referrals.

Specifics:

Works closely with Program Director in assisting with daily operations of the CSS unit.

 15187519  1
07/16/21

 40

Associate

Massachusetts

4.5-8 Years

USA

SR Number
M2 C/M2 C/2021/1540128

ASSOCIATE
FALL RIVER INETEMPLHCL America Inc.

 15215668  1
07/21/21

 40

Description

Background Information:

Innovative Defense Technologies (IDT), provider of automated software testing, data analysis, and cybersecurity solutions for complex, 
mission-critical systems for the US Department of Defense (DOD) and commercial customers, is seeking an Associate Software Engineer 
to be based in our Mt. Laurel, NJ or Fall River, MA office. S/he will work with senior leadership and a fast-paced team of mission-focused 
engineers to solve some of our customer's toughest challenges. Initiative, creativity, reliability, and efficient teamwork will be required 
to successfully deliver innovative solutions in this dynamic customer space.

ASSOCIATE SOFTWARE ENGINEER
FALL RIVER INETEMPLInnovative Defense Technologies

 15144488  4
07/06/21

 25

Please visit the company website for further details on openings, shift availability, and job descriptions.
Must have reliable transportation, and GREAT customer service skills.

ASSOCIATES/STOCKER
SWANSEA KFRANDOLLAR TREE

 15181113  1
07/14/21

 40

Both full time and part time positions available
The Maintenance Technician is an entry level position in which you will be an integral part of a fantastic team servicing vehicles. STOP 
looking for a job and START investing in your career as a Maintenance Technician at Firestone! Full and Part-time benefits available 
from day one- including tool program discounts!
RESPONSIBILITIES
Learn how to diagnose and repair basic automotive including brakes, alignments, suspensions, cooling and electrical
Change oil and/or transmission fluid and filters
Install and perform tire maintenance
Install batteries, shock absorbers, exhaust systems and check electrical systems
Road test vehicles

AUTOMOTIVE MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
FALL RIVER KFRANFirestone
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 15144130  1

07/06/21
 40  8:00 am  4:30 am

Experienced Automotive Service Technician 
Mechanical and diagnostic skills
Minimum of 3 years experience in a repair shop
Must have tools
Must have drivers license
Must be experienced with all aspects of auto repair

AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE TECHNICIAN
FALL RIVER INETEMPLPinto's  Auto repair

 15176876  1
07/13/21

 40

KinderCare Education is the nation's leader in early childhood education. We nourish curiosity through purposeful experiences to create 
a future full of lifelong learners. From our National Support Center, to the classrooms where learning comes to life, we're united by a 
passion to create a world of learning, joy and adventure for more than 161,000 children ages six-weeks through 12 years every day.

Our Teachers bring warmth, patience, and understanding to the classroom every day, encouraging children to learn and grow. They 
inspire children to be lifelong learners using our nationally recognized curriculum that promotes social, physical, verbal, and cognitive 
development. Our Teachers are committed to making their center successful and know that creating meaningful relationships with 
children, families, and their team play a crucial role in that success.

BACK TO SCHOOL - BEFORE AND AFTER ASSIST
REHOBOTH INETEMPLKinderCare Education LLC

 15176875  1
07/13/21

 40

KinderCare Education is the nation's leader in early childhood education. We nourish curiosity through purposeful experiences to create 
a future full of lifelong learners. From our National Support Center, to the classrooms where learning comes to life, we're united by a 
passion to create a world of learning, joy and adventure for more than 161,000 children ages six-weeks through 12 years every day.

Our Teachers bring warmth, patience, and understanding to the classroom every day, encouraging children to learn and grow. They 
inspire children to be lifelong learners using our nationally recognized curriculum that promotes social, physical, verbal, and cognitive 
development. Our Teachers are committed to making their center successful and know that creating meaningful relationships with 
children, families, and their team play a crucial role in that success.

BACK TO SCHOOL - BEFORE AND AFTER 
SCHOOL REHOBOTH INETEMPLKinderCare Education LLC

 15176878  1
07/13/21

 40

KinderCare Education is the nation's leader in early childhood education. We nourish curiosity through purposeful experiences to create 
a future full of lifelong learners. From our National Support Center, to the classrooms where learning comes to life, we're united by a 
passion to create a world of learning, joy and adventure for more than 161,000 children ages six-weeks through 12 years every day.

Our Teachers bring warmth, patience, and understanding to the classroom every day, encouraging children to learn and grow. They 
inspire children to be lifelong learners using our nationally recognized curriculum that promotes social, physical, verbal, and cognitive 
development. Our Teachers are committed to making their center successful and know that creating meaningful relationships with 
children, families, and their team play a crucial role in that success.

BACK TO SCHOOL--BEFORE AND AFTER 
ASSISTA DIGHTON INETEMPLKinderCare Education LLC

 15176882  1
07/13/21

 40BACK TO SCHOOL--BEFORE AND AFTER 
SCHOOL DIGHTON INETEMPLKinderCare Education LLC
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KinderCare Education is the nation's leader in early childhood education. We nourish curiosity through purposeful experiences to create 
a future full of lifelong learners. From our National Support Center, to the classrooms where learning comes to life, we're united by a 
passion to create a world of learning, joy and adventure for more than 161,000 children ages six-weeks through 12 years every day.

Our Teachers bring warmth, patience, and understanding to the classroom every day, encouraging children to learn and grow. They 
inspire children to be lifelong learners using our nationally recognized curriculum that promotes social, physical, verbal, and cognitive 
development. Our Teachers are committed to making their center successful and know that creating meaningful relationships with 
children, families, and their team play a crucial role in that success.

 15207252  1
07/19/21

 25

Provides a high level of customer service to Members. Answers questions and recommends bakery items. Answers Member calls and 
takes bakery orders.
Packages freshly baked goods, including cookies, Danish pastries, muffins, rolls, breads, pies, cakes, and other items as needed. Unpacks 
bakery goods from the freezer. Displays proper amounts based on bakery production chart recommendations.
Prepares items to be baked based on bakery production charts using oven racks, trays, and/or other equipment. Operates and handles 
bakery equipment using proper work methods in accordance with safety policies and procedures.
Receives, inspects, and stores bakery shipments. Rotates and stores bakery products following food safety, food freshness, and product 
handling policies and procedures.
Ensures that all products are fresh and meet company quality standards. Checks for out-of-date products daily and follows salvage and 
stale product policies and procedures.

BAKERY CLERK
SEEKONK KFRANBJ'S

 15216599  1
07/21/21

 40

KinderCare Education is the nation's leader in early childhood education. We nourish curiosity through purposeful experiences to create 
a future full of lifelong learners. From our National Support Center, to the classrooms where learning comes to life, we're united by a 
passion to create a world of learning, joy and adventure for more than 161,000 children ages six-weeks through 12 years every day.

Our Teachers bring warmth, patience, and understanding to the classroom every day, encouraging children to learn and grow. They 
inspire children to be lifelong learners using our nationally recognized curriculum that promotes social, physical, verbal, and cognitive 
development. Our Teachers are committed to making their center successful and know that creating meaningful relationships with 
children, families, and their team play a crucial role in that success.

BEFORE AND AFTER SCHOOL TEACHER, 21/22 S
SEEKONK INETEMPLKinderCare Education LLC

 15225755  1
07/23/21

 40

Job Tracking ID: 512937-782591Job Location: Fall River, MAJob Level: AnyLevel of Education: BA/BSJob Type: Full-Time/RegularDate 
Updated: July 22, 2021Years of Experience: AnyStarting Date: ASAP
Job Description:
SSTAR is looking for a Bilingual Medical Case Manager. This Medical Case Manager is a trained professional who works with people 
living with HIV to educate, plan, advocate and support them through the HIV medical and service system. Knowledge of the principles 
of public health practice including prevention and transmission of HIV and barriers associated with health outcomes. Capacity to 
analyze data, draw conclusions, and make appropriate recommendations. Ability to communicate effectively, maintain accurate 
records, assemble information in accordance with established protocols, deal effectively with others, and establish and maintain 
harmonious working relationships. Ability to establish rapport and deal effectively with persons from different race/ethnic, cultural, 
and/or socio-economic backgrounds and lifestyles (including different sexual practices, competence working with persons of color, 

BILINGUAL MEDICAL CASE MANAGER
FALL RIVER RTEIXSSTAR Inc.

 15153268  1
07/08/21

 40

As the RV industry leader, Camping World is always looking for new and better ways to enhance your RV and outdoor experience. 
Camping World -- like the great outdoors -- is a big place, full of opportunity and we make it our mission to equip you for it. We've got 
an awesome team already, but there's always room for more! Are you ready for a new adventure?

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT REPRESENTATIVE
BERKLEY KFRANCamping World
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Do you have Internet Sales, Business Development or Telemarketing experience? Then there is a place for you at one of Camping World 
locations. Our BD Representatives are primarily responsible for timely contacting and following up with customers who have expressed 
an interest in an RV via our online channels and scheduling onsite appointments with our BD Sales Associates. They approach each 
interaction and transaction with the goal of exceeding customer expectations.

Essential Job Functions:

 15215824  3
07/21/21

 38

LOOKING TO ADVANCE YOUR CAREER IN HUMAN SERVICES
We offer top rates in the industry and on-the-job training.  No experience necessary to start!
Tuition Assistance and Scholarship Opportunities Available
Part-time, Full-time, 
1ST, 2ND and 3RD Shifts Available
Openings in Mansfield, Taunton and Fall River
2:4 or 3:5 staff to individual ratios
Why join our Team
At People Incorporated you will find a path to endless opportunities and a rewarding career! We offer a supportive work environment, 
Employee Recognition Program, Professional Development, opportunities for growth as well as industry-leading wages and a 

C.N.A FULL TIME/ PART TIME 2ND/3RD SHIFT
FALL RIVER NSIMMPeople Incorporated

 15215825  2
07/21/21

 38

LOOKING TO ADVANCE YOUR CAREER IN HUMAN SERVICES
We offer top rates in the industry and on-the-job training.  No experience necessary to start!
Tuition Assistance and Scholarship Opportunities Available
Part-time, Full-time, 
1ST, 2ND and 3RD Shifts Available
Openings in Mansfield, Taunton and Fall River
2:4 or 3:5 staff to individual ratios
Why join our Team
At People Incorporated you will find a path to endless opportunities and a rewarding career! We offer a supportive work environment, 
Employee Recognition Program, Professional Development, opportunities for growth as well as industry-leading wages and a 

C.N.A FULL TIME/ PART TIME 2ND/3RD SHIFT
FALL RIVER NSIMMPeople Incorporated

 15215827  1
07/21/21

 38

LOOKING TO ADVANCE YOUR CAREER IN HUMAN SERVICES
We offer top rates in the industry and on-the-job training.  No experience necessary to start!
Tuition Assistance and Scholarship Opportunities Available
Part-time, Full-time, 
1ST, 2ND and 3RD Shifts Available
Openings in Mansfield, Taunton and Fall River
2:4 or 3:5 staff to individual ratios
Why join our Team
At People Incorporated you will find a path to endless opportunities and a rewarding career! We offer a supportive work environment, 
Employee Recognition Program, Professional Development, opportunities for growth as well as industry-leading wages and a 

C.N.A FULL TIME/ PART TIME 2ND/3RD SHIFT
FALL RIVER NSIMMPeople Incorporated

 15180788  1
07/14/21

 40

Qualifications
High school or equivalent (Preferred)
Kitchen Cabinet Assembler that must have experience operating table saws, drill press and router. We're looking for someone who is a 
self-motivated team worker with cabinet/wood fixtures assembly experience. Most of the work will involve working on the assembly 

CABINET ASSEMBLER
FALL RIVER KFRANJS INTERNATIONAL
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line and building full cabinets.
Must be able to work in a warehouse production setting environment, flexible to work overtime when needed!
We offer a competitive wage based on production.

 15219491  1
07/22/21

 40  8:00 am  4:30 pm

Assemble Cabinets; able to work unsupervised, organize and keep workshop area clean. At least 5 to seven years of experience

CABINET MAKER
WESTPORT RTEIXSilva Wood Working

 15219489  1
07/22/21

 40  8:00 am  4:30 am

Cabinet maker helper. Experienced preferred: Sand and prep wood, clean shop, help install cabinets. $15.00 hr

8:00 to 4:30

CABINET MAKER'S APPRENTICE
FALL RIVER RTEIXSilva Wood Working

 15219555  1
07/22/21

 40  5:00 am  9:00 pm

A Camp Counselors assists with animal care, heavy cleaning, play yard monitoring and front desk duties. 
Primary Responsibilities

Follow Standard Operating Procedures in all duties.
Monitor dogs in play yard.
Maintaining a clean environment.
Feeding, cleaning cabins, lifting heavy items.
Constantly walking and interacting with dogs and team members.
MAINTAINING A SAFE ENVIRONMENT! Provide excellent customer service.
Managing schedules and appointments.
Checking in and out dogs.

CAMP COUNSELOR
SWANSEA RTEIXSouthcoast Happy Trail LLC/ Camp Bow Wow

 15219689  1
07/22/21

 25

Please visit the website for more detail on job descriptions

CASHIERS
SEEKONK KFRANHobby Lobby

 15207251  4
07/19/21

 25

Cashiers are responsible for accurate and rapid processing of member purchases in a courteous and member friendly manner. 
Additional responsibilities include but not limited to:

Verifying memberships, scanning merchandise and accepting various forms of tender (e.g., cash, check, credit card, coupons, etc.)
Assisting members during the checkout process, performing all cash register functions
Cleaning and complying with sanitation and safety standards
Requirements:

Strong interpersonal skills, basic math skills and an attention to detail required
Minimum Age Requirements:

CASHIERS
SEEKONK KFRANBJ'S

 15171659  1
07/12/21

 40

Small local family-owned and operated trucking company looking for a CDL Class A Contract/Employee Driver for New England 
deliveries. Late model day cabs and sleepers based in New Bedford/Fall River area. 8-12 hour, 200-300 mile shifts. Days, nights, 
weekends, overnights, Non-CDL drivers, and helper positions are available. Owner Operators welcome. Local drivers home nightly. 
OTR/Regional drivers home weekly.

Must have tractor trailer experience, medical card, transportation to work, smart phone, clean driving record, the ability to pass a drug 

CDL CLASS A TRUCK DRIVER FULL-TIME
DARTMOUTH INETEMPLJoe's Transportation, LLC
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test, operate a GPS and read maps, and be knowledge of the New England area. Reefer experience a plus. Veterans welcome.

Paid in weekly settlements.

 15171657  1
07/12/21

 20

Small local family-owned and operated trucking company looking for a CDL Class A Contract/Employee Driver for New England 
deliveries. Late model day cabs and sleepers based in New Bedford/Fall River area. 8-12 hour, 200-300 mile shifts. Days, nights, 
weekends, overnights, Non-CDL drivers, and helper positions are available. Owner Operators welcome. Local drivers home nightly. 
OTR/Regional drivers home weekly.

Must have tractor trailer experience, medical card, transportation to work, smart phone, clean driving record, the ability to pass a drug 
test, operate a GPS and read maps, and be knowledge of the New England area. Reefer experience a plus. Veterans welcome.

Paid in weekly settlements.

CDL CLASS A TRUCK DRIVER PART-TIME
DARTMOUTH INETEMPLJoe's Transportation, LLC

 14863698  1
05/04/21

 40  8:00 am  4:00 pm

Description
The Head Teacher is responsible for the education of the students in their classroom of five students.

Essential duties include: writing IEPs, lesson planning, progress monitoring, training and supervising assistant staff, collaborating with 
related service providers (PT, OT, SLP, BCBA), compiling MCAS-ALT portfolios, and maintaining regular parent communication. A good 
candidate will be someone who performs well under pressure, has high energy, and looks forward to being part of a growing, dynamic 
team in which they can grow professionally and have fun. A good candidate will have experience modifying academic content and 
providing accommodations to meet needs of extremely diverse learners. In addition to, presenting at parent progress and IEP meetings 
with the whole Team. A good candidate will also have experience teaching skills in the areas of functional life skills, community 
participation, and pre-vocational training. 

CERTIFIED HEAD TEACHER: SEVERE/PROFOUND
FRANKLIN INETEMPLAmego Inc.

 15225767  2
07/23/21

 25

Job Tracking ID: 512937-777923Job Location: Cranston, RIJob Level: AnyLevel of Education: AnyJob Type: Per DiemDate Updated: June 
22, 2021Years of Experience: AnyStarting Date: ASAP
Job Description:
Interim Part Time (Per Diem) Charge Person position available in a long term residential Substance abuse treatment facility for 
pregnant, postpartum, and parenting women and their children.

2nd and 3rd shift coverage is most often needed, as well as 1st shift on weekends and holidays.

Responsibilities include:

CHARGE PERSON
FALL RIVER RTEIXSSTAR Inc.

 15225769  3
07/23/21

 25

Job Tracking ID: 512937-777923Job Location: Cranston, RIJob Level: AnyLevel of Education: AnyJob Type: Per DiemDate Updated: June 
22, 2021Years of Experience: AnyStarting Date: ASAP
Job Description:
Interim Part Time (Per Diem) Charge Person position available in a long term residential Substance abuse treatment facility for 
pregnant, postpartum, and parenting women and their children.

2nd and 3rd shift coverage is most often needed, as well as 1st shift on weekends and holidays.

Responsibilities include:

CHARGE PERSON
FALL RIVER RTEIXSSTAR Inc.
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 15171656  1
07/12/21

 40

Small local family-owned and operated trucking company looking for a CDL Class A Contract/Employee Driver for deliveries throughout 
Northeast, Southeast, and Midwest. Late model sleepers based in New Bedford/Fall River area. 1000-2500 mile trips. Days, nights, 
weekends, overnights, Non-CDL drivers, and helper positions are available. Owner Operators welcome. Local drivers home nightly. 
OTR/Regional drivers home weekly.

Must have tractor trailer experience, medical card, transportation to work, smart phone, clean driving record, the ability to pass a drug 
test, operate a GPS and read maps, and be knowledge of the New England area. Reefer experience a plus. Veterans welcome.

Paid in weekly settlements.

CLASS A DRIVER OTR/REGIONAL FULL TIME
DARTMOUTH INETEMPLJoe's Transportation, LLC

 15225776  1
07/23/21

 40

Job Tracking ID: 512937-776870Job Location: Fall River, MAJob Level: AnyLevel of Education: 2 year degreeJob Type: 
Full-Time/RegularDate Updated: June 25, 2021Years of Experience: AnyStarting Date: ASAP
Job Description:
The Clinical Application Specialist is responsible for the efficient day-to-day operation of agency clinical applications. Provide timely, 
respectful customer service to all end-users.

Specific Responsibilities

Work with the clinical applications team on agency projects as assigned
Assist with application configuration and content customizations

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS SPECIALIST
FALL RIVER RTEIXSSTAR Inc.

 15225918  1
07/23/21

 40

Job Tracking ID: 512937-773795Job Location: Fall River, MAJob Level: AnyLevel of Education: Masters DegreeJob Type: 
Full-Time/RegularDate Updated: May 24, 2021Years of Experience: Not ApplicableStarting Date: ASAPJob Description:
SSTAR is a non profit agency on the front lines of the opiate epidemic and is an internationally recognized leader in integrated primary 
care, substance disorder treatment, mental health, HIV/AIDS, and domestic violence services. We are a designated site for state and 
federal professional loan repayment programs.

We are hiring Master Level Clinicians.

Specialty areas:

CLINICIAN
FALL RIVER RTEIXSSTAR Inc.

 15225905  1
07/23/21

 40

Job Tracking ID: 512937-773588Job Location: Fall River, MAJob Level: AnyLevel of Education: Masters DegreeJob Type: 
Full-Time/RegularDate Updated: May 24, 2021Years of Experience: AnyStarting Date: ASAP
Job Description:
The Clinician is responsible for the provision of direct services through individual and group counseling to patients enrolled in SSTAR?s 
MAT program, with special focus on Hispanic/Latino patients. The Clinician will be embedded within the MAT program while serving 
Hispanic/Latino patients as part of a SAMHSA grant, Fuerza Latina, focused on HIV and SUD treatme

SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES

1. Participate as a member of the SAMHSA Fuerza Latina community program serving

CLINICIAN
FALL RIVER RTEIXSSTAR Inc.
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 15215474  1

07/21/21
 32

Looking for Full Part Time and Per Deim CNA's for All Shifts  must have some experience be dependable

CNA'S
SOMERSET KFRANClifton Rehab & Nursing Center

 15219582  1
07/22/21

 40

Collections Clerk
Monday-Friday 8am-4:30pm / $22-$25/hr. - temp only covering LOA
Collections experience

COLLECTIONS CLERK
FALL RIVER SMART2Spherion Staffing

 15207897  1
07/19/21

 40

Contract Retainer

Massachusetts

2.5-5 Years

USA

SR Number
APPS/APPS/2021/1551589

CONTRACT RETAINER
FALL RIVER INETEMPLHCL America Inc.

 15207894  1
07/19/21

 40

Contract Retainer

Massachusetts

5-7 Years

USA

SR Number
APPS/APPS/2021/1552333

CONTRACT RETAINER
FALL RIVER INETEMPLHCL America Inc.

 15207900  1
07/19/21

 40

CONTRACT TRAINEE

Massachusetts

7-12 Years

USA

SR Number
APPS/APPS/2021/1551571

CONTRACT TRAINEE
FALL RIVER INETEMPLHCL America Inc.

 15188582  1
07/16/21

 40

Contractor

CONTRACTOR
FALL RIVER INETEMPLHCL America Inc.
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Massachusetts

4.5-8 Years

USA

SR Number
APPS/APPS/2021/1550493

 15198787  1
07/18/21

 40

Company DescriptionOcean Spray is a vibrant agricultural cooperative owned by more than 700 cranberry farmers in the United States, 
Canada and Chile, who have helped preserve the family farming way of life for generations. The cooperative?s cranberries are currently 
featured in more than a thousand great-tasting, good-for-you products in over 100 countries worldwide. With more than 2,000 
employees and nearly 20 receiving and processing facilities, Ocean Spray is committed to managing our business in a way that respects 
our communities, colleagues and the environment.Ocean Spray believes that our colleagues are our best assets and we offer an 
environment where you can work with exceptionally smart, innovative and passionate teams that are motivated to deliver Ocean Spray 
products around the world. If you are looking for a rewarding career where you can Grow, Own, Live and Drive your career every day, 
Ocean Spray is for you!Job DescriptionThe Credit Manager will serve as the primary customer contact for the credit &amp; collections 
functions of an assigned portfolio. This role will manage the customer base in a positive manner and will help the department reach its 
cash collection goals. The Credit Manager will be responsible for the credit and collection efforts to ensure the proper account coverage 

CREDIT MANAGER
LAKEVILLE INETEMPLOcean Spray Cranberries, Inc.

 15219696  1
07/22/21

 25

Please visit the company website for more details on openings

CUSTOM FRAMERS
SEEKONK KFRANHobby Lobby

 15171617  1
07/12/21

 40

**Generous Sign-On Bonus Offered to Eligible New Hires** 
*  work directly with medical professionals and physicians to facilitate patient care 
*  advocate for and work in lockstep with chronic patients 
*  partner with physicians and other health care providers to facilitate the ongoing medical care of their patients 
*  make a difference in the growth of an organization and the quality of care they offer their patients 
*  work for an organization that rewards success and fosters a culture of promotion  
Job Responsibilities include: 
*  Connecting with patients and health care providers to provide outcome-based solutions for our physician referral sources and 
existing patient population 
*  Submitting new orders and monitoring their completion, from initiation to setup, working closely with the clinical, sales, and service 

CUSTOMER SERVICE REP - FALL RIVER, MA
FALL RIVER INETEMPLLincare, Inc.

 15180715  1
07/14/21

 40

High school or equivalent (Required)
Customer Service: 1 year (Preferred)
Our Customer Service Representatives (CSR) are a vital part of the growth and success of our business! The primary role of a CSR is to 
provide customer assistance on a wide array of topics including, but not limited to: general inquiries, product and service inquiries, 
billing questions and other concerns both via phone and email. The right candidate will demonstrate a fundamental commitment to 
providing world-class customer service experience.
Schedule
Monday  Friday
What You?ll Do Daily

CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE
FALL RIVER KFRANJS INTERNATIONAL
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 15219574  1

07/22/21
 40

(2) Customer Support Rep
Monday-Sunday,  schedule rotates early and late shifts and weekends ? Sunday is paid at 1.5x / $20-$22 - temp to perm
Banking experience a plus / 2-3 years of call center experience / Experience and/or understanding of Retail banking operations, banking 
products, services, regulations, policies and procedures / Proficient in Microsoft Office products / PI must be done prior to interview

CUSTOMER SUPPORT REP
FALL RIVER SMART2Spherion Staffing

 15186136  1
07/15/21

 40

Description

Background Information:

Innovative Defense Technologies (IDT), provider of automated software testing, data analysis, and cybersecurity solutions for complex, 
mission-critical systems in the US Department of Defense (DoD), is seeking a Cybersecurity Compliance Engineer.

Overview:

Cybersecurity Compliance Engineer will be part of a team whose responsibilities include ensuring compliance with government security 

CYBERSECURITY COMPLIANCE ENGINEER
FALL RIVER INETEMPLInnovative Defense Technologies

 15198788  1
07/18/21

 40

Company DescriptionOcean Spray is a vibrant agricultural cooperative owned by more than 700 cranberry farmers in the United States, 
Canada and Chile, who have helped preserve the family farming way of life for generations. The cooperative's cranberries are currently 
featured in more than a thousand great-tasting, good-for-you products in over 100 countries worldwide. With more than 2,000 
employees and nearly 20 receiving and processing facilities, Ocean Spray is committed to managing our business in a way that respects 
our communities, colleagues and the environment.Ocean Spray believes that our colleagues are our best assets and we offer an 
environment where you can work with exceptionally smart, innovative and passionate teams that are motivated to deliver Ocean Spray 
products around the world. If you are looking for a rewarding career where you can Grow, Own, Live and Drive your career every day, 
Ocean Spray is for you!Position Summary:Ocean Spray is looking for a Data Analytics Analyst, for an outstanding data storyteller to be a 
catalyst in our ongoing effort to become a data driven organization. Someone who can help us explore beyond rear view mirror 
reporting and tackle predictive/preventative analytics at scale. This role will work across all our business functions, platforms, and 

DATA ANALYTICS ANALYST
LAKEVILLE INETEMPLOcean Spray Cranberries, Inc.

 15198789  1
07/18/21

 40

Company DescriptionOcean Spray is a vibrant agricultural cooperative owned by more than 700 cranberry farmers in the United States, 
Canada and Chile, who have helped preserve the family farming way of life for generations. The cooperative's cranberries are currently 
featured in more than a thousand great-tasting, good-for-you products in over 100 countries worldwide. With more than 2,000 
employees and nearly 20 receiving and processing facilities, Ocean Spray is committed to managing our business in a way that respects 
our communities, colleagues and the environment.Ocean Spray believes that our colleagues are our best assets and we offer an 
environment where you can work with exceptionally smart, innovative and passionate teams that are motivated to deliver Ocean Spray 
products around the world. If you are looking for a rewarding career where you can Grow, Own, Live and Drive your career every day, 
Ocean Spray is for you!Position Summary:Ocean Spray is looking for a Data &amp; BI Engineer, for a multitalented Data and BI engineer 
to build and own BI platforms across the cooperative. Drive democratization of data, making it accessible for self-service by various 
functions. Proficient in modern data, reporting and visualization technologies. This role will work across all our business functions, 

DATA AND BI ENGINEER
LAKEVILLE INETEMPLOcean Spray Cranberries, Inc.

 15198765  1
07/18/21

 40

Company DescriptionOcean Spray is a vibrant agricultural cooperative owned by more than 700 cranberry farmers in the United States, 
Canada and Chile, who have helped preserve the family farming way of life for generations. The cooperative's cranberries are currently 
featured in more than a thousand great-tasting, good-for-you products in over 100 countries worldwide. With more than 2,000 
employees and nearly 20 receiving and processing facilities, Ocean Spray is committed to managing our business in a way that respects 

DATA GOVERNANCE ANALYST CO-OP
LAKEVILLE INETEMPLOcean Spray Cranberries, Inc.
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our communities, colleagues and the environment.Ocean Spray believes that our colleagues are our best assets and we offer an 
environment where you can work with exceptionally smart, innovative and passionate teams that are motivated to deliver Ocean Spray 
products around the world. If you are looking for a rewarding career where you can Grow, Own, Live and Drive your career every day, 
Ocean Spray is for you!Job DescriptionWho We are Looking For:We are looking for a challenge seeker with a passion for data to help us 
grow our Data Governance program at Ocean Spray. If you have a deep appreciation for efficiency and for getting things right up-front, 
this is the role for you! The ideal candidate will possess solid business acumen and the ability to evaluate processes and drive 

 15186331  1
07/15/21

 40

Description

Position Title: Counter Sales
Assonet, MA
Position Title: Delivery Driver (CDL B)
How will you CONTRIBUTE and GROW?
As the "face of Airgas", our Delivery Drivers are responsible for safely and efficiently delivering compressed gas cylinders to local and 
regional business customers from an Airgas branch or plant location using a company provided straight or box truck. The Delivery Driver 
loads, unloads, delivers, and returns compressed gas cylinders while frequently interacting with Airgas customers.

DELIVERY DRIVER (CDL B)
ASSONET INETEMPLAirgas, Inc.

 15153113  1
07/08/21

 40 10:00 am 12:00 am

Pizza delivery, good driving record, valid license.

DELIVERY DRIVER PIZZA DELIVERY
FALL RIVER INETEMPLmilltowne pizza

 15198773  1
07/18/21

 40

Company DescriptionOcean Spray is a vibrant agricultural cooperative owned by more than 700 cranberry farmers in the United States, 
Canada and Chile, who have helped preserve the family farming way of life for generations. The cooperative's cranberries are currently 
featured in more than a thousand great-tasting, good-for-you products in over 100 countries worldwide. With more than 2,000 
employees and nearly 20 receiving and processing facilities, Ocean Spray is committed to managing our business in a way that respects 
our communities, colleagues and the environment.Ocean Spray believes that our colleagues are our best assets and we offer an 
environment where you can work with exceptionally smart, innovative and passionate teams that are motivated to deliver Ocean Spray 
products around the world. If you are looking for a rewarding career where you can Grow, Own, Live and Drive your career every day, 
Ocean Spray is for you!The position is located at our Corporate office in Lakeville, MA.Position Summary:Ocean Spray is looking to add a 
Demand Forecast Analyst to its Demand Forecasting Team. The Forecast Analyst manages long and short-term forecasts at the 
item/brand/category level.  The planner will use a variety of data sources including consumption trends, sales promotional data, 

DEMAND FORECAST ANALYST
LAKEVILLE INETEMPLOcean Spray Cranberries, Inc.

 15216060  1
07/21/21

 40

Our office has the latest technology and has a great team focused on providing the best quality of care to oour patients in a 
comprehensive and efficient manner.
Must have good customer service

We are willing to train you to use the latest technology and also provide opportunities to attend continuing education courses to 
further your knowledge and skills.

DENTAL ASSISTANT
WESTPORT KFRANWestport Dental LLC

 15210209  1
07/20/21

 40

Under the direction of the Dental Assistant Supervisor and direct supervision of the Dental Provider, the Dental Assistant will assist and 
perform a wide variety of patient oral health care services, including: assist the Dentist during dental examinations and procedures; 
maintain sterilization and infection control protocols; performs dental radiology and records treatment information in patient records. 
Support dental department in a variety of administrative and clerical functions as needed or directed by the Dental Assistant Supervisor 

DENTAL ASSISTANT
FALL RIVER KFRANHealth First
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 1
or Provider.
Required Qualifications:
Successful completion of Dental Assistant program at an accredited institution. Required
Satisfactory completion of continuing education credits as mandated by any professional boards, licensing agencies, or credentialing 
organizations as applicable. Required
Community health or dental background preferred.

 15215481  1
07/21/21

 25  3:30 pm  7:00 pm

 Dietary Aide Per Deim -3:30p-7:00p evenings. Some weekends and Holidays are required . 
Job Description ;  there are job assignments for each Dietary personnel and they rotate on a daily basis Responsibilities include Setting 
up for residents meal service. Setting - Tables, preparing coffee and tea's, water and cold drinks.
helping the cook supervisor with what is needed for dinner service . Once the residents are finished. Dietary then breaks down the 
dinning rooms and clean and vacuum both rooms.Also wash floors, take out trash and wash dishes and any other cleaning assignments 
for that evening .
Must be dependable and have reliable transportation

DIETARY AIDES
SOMERSET KFRANClifton Rehab & Nursing Center

 14863667  5
05/04/21

 39 12:00 am 11:30 pm

Job Responsibilities Include:

Maintaining health, safety and human rights of all individuals and staff members at all times
Implement all clinical, educational and vocational programs on a daily basis
Observes and records accurate data
Ensure that the residence is clean and appealing at all times
Maintain positive and accurate communication with all stakeholders including management, government agencies and 
families/guardians
Assist in transport of the individuals; will be asked to drive company vehicles
Observe and safeguard human rights

DIRECT CARE PROFESSIONAL
MASHPEE INETEMPLAmego Inc.

 14863666  5
05/04/21

 39 12:00 am 11:30 pm

Job Responsibilities Include:

Maintaining health, safety and human rights of all individuals and staff members at all times
Implement all clinical, educational and vocational programs on a daily basis
Observes and records accurate data
Ensure that the residence is clean and appealing at all times
Maintain positive and accurate communication with all stakeholders including management, government agencies and 
families/guardians
Assist in transport of the individuals; will be asked to drive company vehicles
Observe and safeguard human rights

DIRECT CARE PROFESSIONAL
BROCKTON INETEMPLAmego Inc.

 14863660  5
05/04/21

 39 12:00 am 11:30 pm

Job Responsibilities Include:

Maintaining health, safety and human rights of all individuals and staff members at all times
Implement all clinical, educational and vocational programs on a daily basis
Observes and records accurate data
Ensure that the residence is clean and appealing at all times
Maintain positive and accurate communication with all stakeholders including management, government agencies and 
families/guardians

DIRECT CARE PROFESSIONAL
NORWOOD INETEMPLAmego Inc.
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Assist in transport of the individuals; will be asked to drive company vehicles
Observe and safeguard human rights

 15215813  1
07/21/21

 38

People, Incorporated is a human service agency serving the Southcoast community, including the Greater Fall River, New Bedford, and 
Taunton areas. As a partnership of specialized, integrated programs, we provide unique opportunities to people with life challenges. 
Since our inception in 1968, we have been one of the largest providers of supports and services to people of all abilities in the 
community.  Let People, Incorporated be Your Path to Opportunity!
Our Residential Program is looking for compassionate Relief Direct Care Professionals to work in a team environment and provide 
premier services to the individuals in our care.  These positions require a flexible schedule including 2nd and/or 3rd shifts. 
Our Residential Program is looking for compassionate Direct Care Professionals to work in a team environment and provide premier 
services to the individuals in our care.
Responsibilities:

 On a daily basis, this position will provide a structured routine that includes but is not limited to house meetings, individual 

DIRECT CARE PROFESSIONALS-RELIEF
FALL RIVER NSIMMPeople Incorporated

 15215811  2
07/21/21

 38

People, Incorporated is a human service agency serving the Southcoast community, including the Greater Fall River, New Bedford, and 
Taunton areas. As a partnership of specialized, integrated programs, we provide unique opportunities to people with life challenges. 
Since our inception in 1968, we have been one of the largest providers of supports and services to people of all abilities in the 
community.  Let People, Incorporated be Your Path to Opportunity!
Our Residential Program is looking for compassionate Relief Direct Care Professionals to work in a team environment and provide 
premier services to the individuals in our care.  These positions require a flexible schedule including 2nd and/or 3rd shifts. 
Our Residential Program is looking for compassionate Direct Care Professionals to work in a team environment and provide premier 
services to the individuals in our care.
Responsibilities:

 On a daily basis, this position will provide a structured routine that includes but is not limited to house meetings, individual 

DIRECT CARE PROFESSIONALS-RELIEF
FALL RIVER NSIMMPeople Incorporated

 15215810  3
07/21/21

 38

People, Incorporated is a human service agency serving the Southcoast community, including the Greater Fall River, New Bedford, and 
Taunton areas. As a partnership of specialized, integrated programs, we provide unique opportunities to people with life challenges. 
Since our inception in 1968, we have been one of the largest providers of supports and services to people of all abilities in the 
community.  Let People, Incorporated be Your Path to Opportunity!
Our Residential Program is looking for compassionate Relief Direct Care Professionals to work in a team environment and provide 
premier services to the individuals in our care.  These positions require a flexible schedule including 2nd and/or 3rd shifts. 
Our Residential Program is looking for compassionate Direct Care Professionals to work in a team environment and provide premier 
services to the individuals in our care.
Responsibilities:

 On a daily basis, this position will provide a structured routine that includes but is not limited to house meetings, individual 

DIRECT CARE PROFESSIONALS-RELIEF
FALL RIVER NSIMMPeople Incorporated

 15207297  4
07/19/21

 54

DIRECT CARE STAFF POSITION

Do you want to make a positive difference in the lives of others?  We are hiring for full time Direct Care Staff to work 48-hour sleep-in 
shifts.  This set schedule includes a weekly Wednesday staff meeting from 9:00 am to 3:00 pm to equal a 54-hour work week: 

3 p.m. Wednesday to 3 p.m. Friday or
2:45 p.m. Friday to 3 p.m. Sunday or
2:45 p.m. Sunday to 3 p.m. Tuesday
Responsibilities include but are not limited to:                                                                                  

DIRECT CARE STAFF
FALL RIVER TSHORDeaconess Home
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 15198792  1
07/18/21

 40

Company DescriptionOcean Spray is a vibrant agricultural cooperative owned by more than 700 cranberry farmers in the United States, 
Canada and Chile, who have helped preserve the family farming way of life for generations. The cooperative's cranberries are currently 
featured in more than a thousand great-tasting, good-for-you products in over 100 countries worldwide. With more than 2,000 
employees and nearly 20 receiving and processing facilities, Ocean Spray is committed to managing our business in a way that respects 
our communities, colleagues and the environment.Ocean Spray believes that our colleagues are our best assets and we offer an 
environment where you can work with exceptionally smart, innovative and passionate teams that are motivated to deliver Ocean Spray 
products around the world. If you are looking for a rewarding career where you can Grow, Own, Live and Drive your career every day, 
Ocean Spray is for you!Ocean Spray is looking for a Director, Agricultural Operations! The position is located at our corporate office in 
Lakeville, MA.A Day in the Life of a Manager, Director, Agricultural Operations: Develop and Manage budget while meeting all agreed 
upon volume, yield, quality, safety and customer service targets. Drive continuous improvement to achieve improving unit costs, quality 

DIRECTOR, AGRICULTURAL OPERATIONS
LAKEVILLE INETEMPLOcean Spray Cranberries, Inc.

 15188415  1
07/16/21

 40

**Generous Sign-On Bonus Offered to Eligible New Hires** 
*  deliver and train patients and their family members on therapies and equipment prescribed by their physicians 
*  use your skills to make a difference in the growth of an organization and the quality of care they offer their patients 
*  work for an organization that rewards success and fosters a culture of promotion  
Job Responsibilities include:  
*  Delivering medical equipment and supplies to our customers in a safe, courteous, and timely manner 
*  Instructing patients on the safe and appropriate use of medical equipment 
*  Following patient orientation checklists during delivery and training of new patients 
*  Conducting daily deliveries  
*  Adhering to assigned routes and time schedules 

DRIVER / TECHNICIAN - MEDICAL - FALL RIV
FALL RIVER INETEMPLLincare, Inc.

 15171655  1
07/12/21

 40

Looking for drivers and helpers to make home deliveries of new furniture and appliances in Massachusetts and Rhode Island. Under CDL 
Box Truck, basic assembly required, and stairs at some deliveries.

Drivers Must:

Have a clean driving record
Be familiar with Metro Boston
Be willing to load and unload
Have a med card
Helpers Must:

DRIVERS/HELPERS FOR 2MAN HOME 
DELIVERIES DARTMOUTH INETEMPLJoe's Transportation, LLC

 15153330  1
07/08/21

 40

Duties and Responsibilities:

Creating spreadsheets and presentations
Answering and fielding telephone Calls
Adding and updating information into the EMR
Creating letters and uploading into the EMR for providers and staff to use
Verifying information for providers in the MIPS Website
Verifying and updating NDC and vaccine lot numbers
Skills and Qualifications:

ECW ADMINISTRATIVE ASST.
FALL RIVER KFRANPrima Care Walk In
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 15206996  1
07/19/21

 35  7:30 am  2:45 pm

Full Job Description
ESP/Medical Assistant 2021-2022 School YearOne year appointment
Job Summary: Responsible for addressing the immediate health and wellness needs of students under the supervision of the school 
nurses. Assignments may fluctuate based on the current needs of students. Work under the direction/supervision of the school nurses. 
Schedule: Monday through Friday, 7:30am-2:45pm, school calendarRate of pay: $27,175.50-$37,057.50 annually based on experience.

Requirements: CPR/First Aid/AED; Certified Clinical Medical AssistantAn opening exists for the above-captioned position. Apply: Kristie 
Garcia, Human Resource Coordinator, Diman Regional Voc-Tech High School, 251 Stonehaven Road, Fall River, MA 02723. 
(508)672-1070. To apply email kgarcia@dimanregional.org.

ESP/MEDICAL ASSISTANT
FALL RIVER RTEIXDiman Regional Vocational Technical H.S.

 15198791  1
07/18/21

 40

In a nutshell:Do you have a passion for food safety and quality principals across multiple platforms from pilot to commercial scale?  Do 
you enjoy cross functional collaboration with R&amp;D, Marketing, Procurement, Supply Chain and Operations to make the impossible 
possible?  If you love to roll up your sleeves and drive food safety culture in an agile organization, then you are who we are looking 
for.At Ocean Spray, we are farmer family owned with Food Safety and High-Quality products at the heart of all that we do for our 
consumers. This position is responsible for:Working across Corporate and plant Quality teams, product development, research sciences 
and procurement to initiate all ingredient and packaging supplier approvals. Scope of approved supplier database includes co-packer 
and International suppliers. Ensures an integrated approved supplier system is maintained with required documentation through the 
R&amp; D administrative resources.
Administers the domestic purchased ingredient supplier testing program.  Influences the integrity of the sample testing timeliness and 
report accuracy in the testing database.

FOOD SAFETY & QUALITY ASSURANCE SENIOR 
S LAKEVILLE INETEMPLOcean Spray Cranberries, Inc.

 15219462  1
07/22/21

 40

Our purpose is sustaining energy and water for life, and it is demonstrated in everything we do as a business, and as an employee team.

Purpose
Perform various cathodic protection testing and trouble shooting on distribution mains and services to verify the test results meet all 
the requirements of the US DOT Pipeline Regulations, Part 192 Subpart I Requirements for Corrosion Control. Support the Company's 
leakage survey program where needed. Perform dig safe, damage protection program activities where workload dictates. Assist the 
Foreman of Pressure Regulation in the operation & maintenance of district regulator stations and gate stations. Cover after hour on-call 
duties as needed.

Accountabilities

FOREMAN, CORROSION CONTROL
FALL RIVER INETEMPLN.E. Gas Company Corp

 15153355  1
07/08/21

 40

This person is responsible for the monitoring of department staffing, employee performance, orientation, and ongoing education. They 
monitor operation in the department daily by identifying inefficiencies and finds ways to organize daily functions. They continually 
support the Diagnostic Service mission with a positive and constructive demeanor, while demonstrating compassion and a commitment 
to satisfying patient and provider needs.

Essential Job Functions:

Responsible for hiring, training, and orientation of staff.
Ensures effective daily staffing in accordance with overtime and employment policies and productivity.
Monitors performance, teamwork, and customer service; mentors and coaches? staff as appropriate for performance improvement.

FRONT OFFICE MANAGER
FALL RIVER KFRANPrima Care Walk In
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Well established dental office in WESTPORT, MA has an opening for a FRONT OFFICE SCHEDULING COORDINATOR to work and grow in a 
modern and professional setting.
Office has the latest technology and has a great team focussed on providing the best quality care to our patients in a comprehensive 
and efficient manner.
Full time position, Great work atmosphere and high growth potential.
Must have great customer service skills.

FRONT OFFICE PATIENT COORDINATOR
WESTPORT KFRANWestport Dental LLC

 15171375  3
07/12/21

 40

IMMEDIATE NEED!!! Get updates TEXT SCOASTNOW TO 77088
Warehouse Team Member
Fall River, MA

Earn $17 or more.
Spanish Speaking encouraged to apply.

Amazon remains open as an essential service to serve our communities delivering critical supplies directly to the doorsteps of people 
who need them.

FULFILLMENT ASSOCIATE
FALL RIVER ABORGAmazon Fulfillment Center Fall River

 15198768  1
07/18/21

 40

Company DescriptionOcean Spray is a vibrant agricultural cooperative owned by more than 700 cranberry farmers in the United States, 
Canada and Chile, who have helped preserve the family farming way of life for generations. The cooperative's cranberries are currently 
featured in more than a thousand great-tasting, good-for-you products in over 100 countries worldwide. With more than 2,000 
employees and nearly 20 receiving and processing facilities, Ocean Spray is committed to managing our business in a way that respects 
our communities, colleagues and the environment.Ocean Spray believes that our colleagues are our best assets and we offer an 
environment where you can work with exceptionally smart, innovative and passionate teams that are motivated to deliver Ocean Spray 
products around the world. If you are looking for a rewarding career where you can Grow, Own, Live and Drive your career every day, 
Ocean Spray is for you!Job DescriptionLooking for curious and experimental software enthusiast to bring innovative technologies into 
Ocean Spray to drive meaningful business outcomes. The candidate should be a builder by heart. This is a hands-on technical role which 
requires one to be able to build working software from scratch.What You Will Do &amp; What You Will Learn: You will partner with 

FULL-STACK ENGINEER CO-OP
LAKEVILLE INETEMPLOcean Spray Cranberries, Inc.

 15185695  4
07/15/21

 25

At Target, we believe in our team members having meaningful experiences that help them build and develop skills for a career. The role 
of a General Merchandise Team Leader can provide you with the:

Knowledge of guest service fundamentals and experience building a guest first culture on your team
Knowledge of retail business fundamentals including: department sales trends, inventory management, guest shopping patterns, 
pricing and promotions strategies
Skills in planning department(s) daily/weekly workload to support business priorities and deliver sales goals
Skills in process improvements and workload efficiency
Experience leading a team of hourly team members; including skills in interviewing, developing, coaching, evaluating and retaining 
talent

GENERAL MERCHANDISE LEADER
SWANSEA KFRANTarget

 15180737  3
07/14/21

 40  4:00 pm  2:00 am

Qualifications
Night Shift (Required)

GENERAL WAREHOUSE ASSOCIATE
FALL RIVER KFRANJS INTERNATIONAL
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High school or equivalent (Preferred)
Warehouse Workers Positions available.
Cabinet Assembler
Searching for a self motivated team worker with cabinet/wood fixtures assembly experience!
Must be able to work in a warehouse production setting environment, flexible to work overtime when needed!
Warehouse Picker/Receivers
Warehouse picker with RF scanners experience a plus, pallet jack/ fork lift experience a plus, able to speak, read English a must.
Major Medical Health Insurance, Dental Insurance, Retirement Plan (401k), Short Term Disability Insurance, Long Term Disability 

 15185326  4
07/15/21

 25

At Target, we believe in our team members having meaningful experiences that help them build and develop skills for a career. The role 
of a Guest Advocate can provide you with the:
Ability to communicate and interact with guests to build an inclusive guest experience
Ability to blend problem solving and decision making to positively impact the guest experience and resolve guest concerns 
Ability to adapt to different guest interactions and situations
Experience promoting and selling various benefits, offerings and services
As a Guest Advocate, no two days are ever the same, but a typical day will most likely include the following responsibilities:

Create a welcoming experience by authentically greeting, every guest every time.
Make a connection with guests by engaging in friendly and genuine conversation throughout each transaction; asking open ended 

GUEST ADVOCATE (CASHIER FRONT OF STORE)
SWANSEA KFRANTarget

 15238496  1
07/26/21

 40

Description
BONUS - $5K Bonus

AccentCare, Inc. is a national post-acute healthcare provider with 45 years of industry experience. We thrive on providing 
patient-centric care and a warm and personalized experience within our local communities.
Your Success is our Success.We strive to provide new employees with a structured on-boarding process to help you become assimilated 
quickly, and cutting-edge tools to make your daily work easier and more efficient. We offer extensive training and a wide-array of 
opportunities for continued education and promotional opportunities.
BONUS - $5K Bonus

HOME HEALTH AIDE
FALL RIVER INETEMPLAccentCare, Inc.

 15207214  1
07/19/21

 40

Provides support services, under the supervision of the appropriate professional staff in accordance with state regulations, assists the 
client or family in the achievement of physical and emotional comfort according to the patient's plan of care.
Provides personal care services per state/federal rules, regulations, and/or standards.
Applies safety principles and proper body mechanics to the performance of specific techniques of personal and supportive care such as 
ambulation of clients, transferring clients, assisting with the normal range of motion and positioning and doing household chores.
Plans and prepares nutritious meals, including shopping and assisting with feeding, as assigned.
Performs homemaking and other environmental services as assigned.
Observes, reports and documents any changes in patient's status. If unable to perform a certain task, reports to the primary nurse.
Understands basic elements of body functioning and reports changes in patient's body functions as indicated.
Recognizes emergency situations and implements appropriate emergency procedures per care center policy.

HOSPICE AIDE/CNA
FALL RIVER KFRANBeacon Hospice

 15148953  1
07/07/21

 40

Hospice RN Case Manager
Beacon Hospice, Amedisys

HOSPICE CASE MANAGER | REGISTERED NURSE
FALL RIVER INETEMPLAmedisys Holding, LLC
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Caregiving is our Calling
At Amedisys whether we're caring for patients directly or supporting those who do, each of us is a caregiver at heart. Every team 
member contributes to our mission of providing exceptional, clinically distinct care in the home to thousands of patients and families 
every day.
In hospice, you'll be a true advocate for patients at the end of life while maintaining autonomy and independence to support their 
needs.
If you're looking for a home with a Nationwide Company where you can put your skills and experience to work, make a difference every 

 15207239  1
07/19/21

 40

Bachelor's (Preferred)As a Hospice Clinical Manager, you will report directly to the operational leader and serve as a key member of 
care center operations and management team by leading a full team of multidiscipline, healthcare professionals. Your primary work will 
include the supervision, management, coordination and provision of quality patient care while demonstrating fiscal responsibility and 
maintaining the highest standards of care. You may occasionally provide one on one hospice and palliative care to patients in the home 
setting, and when required, may fulfill role as Agency Supervising Nurse.

Participates with the physician, referral sources, Clinical/Branch Director and professional staff in decisions regarding patient eligibility 
and suitability for the hospice program and coordinates hospice care services from admission through bereavement.
Coordinates with physicians, case managers, the patient, families and interdisciplinary team to implement that patient plan of care.
Coordinates regular interdisciplinary team conferences and promotes communication of information relevant to the patient care 

HOSPICE CLINICAL MANAGER
FALL RIVER KFRANBeacon Hospice

 15148951  1
07/07/21

 40

Hospice Clinical Manager RN
Beacon Hospice, Amedisys

Caregiving is our Calling

At Amedisys whether we're caring for patients directly or supporting those who do, each of us is a caregiver at heart. Every team 
member contributes to our mission of providing exceptional, clinically distinct care in the home to thousands of patients and families 
every day.

In hospice, you'll be a true advocate for patients at the end of life while maintaining autonomy and independence to support their 

HOSPICE CLINICAL MANAGER | REGISTERED 
NU FALL RIVER INETEMPLAmedisys Holding, LLC

 15207501  1
07/19/21

 40

Description
AccentCare, Inc. is a national post-acute healthcare provider with 45 years of industry experience. We thrive on providing 
patient-centric care and a warm and personalized experience within our local communities.

Your Success is our Success. We strive to provide new employees with a structured on-boarding process to help you become assimilated 
quickly, and cutting-edge tools to make your daily work easier and more efficient. We offer extensive training and a wide-array of 
opportunities for continued education and promotional opportunities.
Position:  Hospice Aide
Reports to:  Executive Director
Job Description/Requirements:

HOSPICE HOME HEALTH AIDE CNA PRN - FALL
FALL RIVER INETEMPLAccentCare, Inc.

 15162085  1
07/10/21

 40

The Insurance Producer's primary duties are selling new insurance accounts and retaining the current client base. These activities will 
customarily involve sales meetings
with clients outside the office.
Responsibilties

INSURANCE PRODUCER
SWANSEA INETEMPLBayCoast Bank
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 1
Expected to reach monthly/annual production goals.
Creates sales plans, telemarketing, and sales
activities to reach individual goals.
Maintains good working relationships with the insurance
companies and other distributors of insurance products. Also maintains good
working relationships with the entire Partners team.

 15144639  1
07/06/21

 40

FUNCTION:
Under the direction of the IT Helpdesk Manager, The IT Help Desk Technician is responsible for user support and customer service on 
supported computer applications and platforms for the bank and its affiliates.  Troubleshoots problems and advises end-users on 
appropriate action. Hours will consist of M-F 10 AM to 7 PM with one day off during the week. Saturday from 7:30 AM to 2 PM
REPORTS TO:  IT Helpdesk Manager
RESPONSIBILITIES:
Responds to requests for technical assistance in person, via telephone, or electronically.
Diagnoses and resolves technical hardware and software issues.
Research questions using available information resources.
Advises user(s) on appropriate action.

IT HELP DESK TECHNICIAN
SWANSEA INETEMPLBayCoast Bank

 15171457  1
07/12/21

 40  7:00 am  3:00 pm

Position requires some holidays.

https://www.seekonk-ma.gov/administration/pages/employment-opportunities

KENNEL WORKER
SEEKONK INETEMPLTown of Seekonk MA

 15210166  1
07/20/21

 40

We are currently seeking a 40-hour per week Licensed Practical Nurse (LPN) that enjoys working with culturally diverse children and 
families in providing comprehensive patient care. Under the direction of the LPN Supervisor, the Licensed Practical Nurse will be 
responsible for providing nursing services and support to our medical providers.
Patient assessment and advisement to provider of any abnormal findings; triage; prescription refills; ensure labs, test results and 
hospital records are accessible to the provider; and ensure patient encounter and procedures performed are documented accurately in 
the EMR. When needed will perform vital signs processing and assessment, and assist primary care provider in all aspects of patient 
care including examinations and procedures. Perform routine office duties, and any other duties and responsibilities within the scope of 
a licensed LPN.

Required Qualifications:

LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE
FALL RIVER KFRANHealth First

 15186149  1
07/15/21

 40

Description

Background Information:

Innovative Defense Technologies (IDT), provider of automated software testing, data analysis, and cybersecurity solutions for complex, 
mission-critical systems in the US Department of Defense (DOD), is seeking an Information System Security Officer (ISSO)/Linux System 
Administrator to support its Fall River, MA office.

Overview:

LINUX SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR
FALL RIVER INETEMPLInnovative Defense Technologies
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 15148820  1

07/07/21
 40

Function:
Under the general supervision of the AVP, the Investor Analyst, you will be responsible for ensuring the accurate and completeness of 
required reporting, remitting, reconciling, researching, and remediation for the investors (FNMA, FHLMC, and Private Investors) using 
servicing system, database, and reporting tools. Processes include, but are not limited to, loan sales, new investor set up, GL reconciling, 
custodial account reconciling, regulatory compliance, escalating issues to minimize company risk for monetary loss, legal action, charge 
offs, repurchase requests and investor dissatisfaction.
Duties:
Setup, transfer and balance all new Investor loan sales.  Performs various system maintenance functions, posting transactions and new 
custodial account preparation.
Identify, research and resolve all LAR rejects with FNMA / FHLMC and process any variances to the custodial accounts.

LOAN OPERATIONS INVESTOR ANALYST
SWANSEA INETEMPLBayCoast Bank

 15153299  1
07/08/21

 40

Both Full time and part time positions are available
Essential Job Functions:
Full-time associates are offered a comprehensive benefit package including medical, dental, vision, PTO, 401k and more! Part-time 
associates are offered access to dental & vision coverage!

Park and move RV units in a timely fashion
Ensures window prices on recreational vehicles are installed and removed as instructed
Maintains weekly lot washes and ensures all units and isles are clean
Writes work orders, tracks problems and ensures units are in proper working order

LOT PORTER
BERKLEY KFRANCamping World

 15215479  1
07/21/21

 40

Responsibilities

Record a patient?s medical history accurately
Take and record measurements of blood pressure, temperature, heart rate, etc.
Observe patients under treatment to identify progress, side-effects of medications, etc.
Monitor patients? condition, including fluid intake and output, and compose patient charts
Administer injections, prescribed medications, enemas, etc., clean and dress wounds, and assist with other basic medical care tasks
Communicate with patients? family or friends to provide advice, comfort, and release instructions
Requirements:

LPN
SOMERSET KFRANClifton Rehab & Nursing Center

 15219159  1
07/22/21

 40

Positions are both full time and part time
LPN (Preferred)
Catholic Memorial Home a 272 bed nursing and rehabilitative care facility is seeking LPN candidates to make a positive difference in the 
lives of our residents and become a member of our mission driven team. 
Shifts available: 3 PM - 11 PM and 11 PM - 7 AM
Comprehensive salary with excellent benefits package includes:
Generous Paid time off program includes 12 paid holidays
Over time after 8.5 hours
Individual designed orientation program
Health/Dental/Vision Insurance Plans

LPN CHARGE NURSE
FALL RIVER KFRANCATHOLIC MEMORIAL HOME
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 14863671  1

05/04/21
 40  8:00 am  4:00 am

Description
Job Responsibilities Include:

Assisting the Director of Healthcare Services in providing clinical nursing supports for all medical services for individuals attending the 
Day Habilitation Programs and adult residential programs
Assist with covering day habilitation hours as needed, residential Direct Care LPN hours as needed, conduct medication audits, and 
provide training and support to program staff
Assist Registered Nurse in securing necessary referral documentation and program authorizations for each recipient, and in maintaining 
currency of records on an ongoing basis.
Assist in maintaining medical records, health plans, medical recommendations/authorizations and medication information for each 

LPN FLOAT
ATTLEBORO INETEMPLAmego Inc.

 15215816  5
07/21/21

 30

Schedule: Varies
People, Incorporated is a human service agency serving the Southcoast community, including the Greater Fall River, New Bedford, and 
Taunton areas. As a partnership of specialized, integrated programs, we provide unique opportunities to people with life challenges. 
Since our inception in 1968, we have been one of the largest providers of supports and services to people of all abilities in the 
community.  Let People, Incorporated 
Our Residential Program is looking for compassionate LPN professionals to work with medically involved individuals in a 24-hour 
supported home environment located in Taunton and surrounding communities.  The LPN will provide premier services to the 
individuals in our care. 
Responsibilities: 

On a daily basis, this position will provide a structured routine that includes but is not limited to house meetings, individual outings, 

LPN'S
FALL RIVER NSIMMPeople Incorporated

 15215821  2
07/21/21

 30

Schedule: Varies
People, Incorporated is a human service agency serving the Southcoast community, including the Greater Fall River, New Bedford, and 
Taunton areas. As a partnership of specialized, integrated programs, we provide unique opportunities to people with life challenges. 
Since our inception in 1968, we have been one of the largest providers of supports and services to people of all abilities in the 
community.  Let People, Incorporated 
Our Residential Program is looking for compassionate LPN professionals to work with medically involved individuals in a 24-hour 
supported home environment located in Taunton and surrounding communities.  The LPN will provide premier services to the 
individuals in our care. 
Responsibilities: 

On a daily basis, this position will provide a structured routine that includes but is not limited to house meetings, individual outings, 

LPN'S
FALL RIVER NSIMMPeople Incorporated

 15215822  1
07/21/21

 30

Schedule: Varies
People, Incorporated is a human service agency serving the Southcoast community, including the Greater Fall River, New Bedford, and 
Taunton areas. As a partnership of specialized, integrated programs, we provide unique opportunities to people with life challenges. 
Since our inception in 1968, we have been one of the largest providers of supports and services to people of all abilities in the 
community.  Let People, Incorporated 
Our Residential Program is looking for compassionate LPN professionals to work with medically involved individuals in a 24-hour 
supported home environment located in Taunton and surrounding communities.  The LPN will provide premier services to the 
individuals in our care. 
Responsibilities: 

On a daily basis, this position will provide a structured routine that includes but is not limited to house meetings, individual outings, 

LPN'S
FALL RIVER NSIMMPeople Incorporated
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 15215817  4

07/21/21
 30

Schedule: Varies
People, Incorporated is a human service agency serving the Southcoast community, including the Greater Fall River, New Bedford, and 
Taunton areas. As a partnership of specialized, integrated programs, we provide unique opportunities to people with life challenges. 
Since our inception in 1968, we have been one of the largest providers of supports and services to people of all abilities in the 
community.  Let People, Incorporated 
Our Residential Program is looking for compassionate LPN professionals to work with medically involved individuals in a 24-hour 
supported home environment located in Taunton and surrounding communities.  The LPN will provide premier services to the 
individuals in our care. 
Responsibilities: 

On a daily basis, this position will provide a structured routine that includes but is not limited to house meetings, individual outings, 

LPN'S
FALL RIVER NSIMMPeople Incorporated

 15215819  3
07/21/21

 30

Schedule: Varies
People, Incorporated is a human service agency serving the Southcoast community, including the Greater Fall River, New Bedford, and 
Taunton areas. As a partnership of specialized, integrated programs, we provide unique opportunities to people with life challenges. 
Since our inception in 1968, we have been one of the largest providers of supports and services to people of all abilities in the 
community.  Let People, Incorporated 
Our Residential Program is looking for compassionate LPN professionals to work with medically involved individuals in a 24-hour 
supported home environment located in Taunton and surrounding communities.  The LPN will provide premier services to the 
individuals in our care. 
Responsibilities: 

On a daily basis, this position will provide a structured routine that includes but is not limited to house meetings, individual outings, 

LPN'S
FALL RIVER NSIMMPeople Incorporated

 15225547  1
07/23/21

 40

Machine Operator - Feeder
Monday-Friday, 6am-2pm / $15 - temp to perm
Doesn't require experience / Load part in machine, piece comes out washed at the other end, they catch them and put them in a box / 
Needs someone very phsyically fit, active job, busy all day

MACHINE OPERATOR - FEEDER
FALL RIVER SMART2Spherion Staffing

 15225539  1
07/23/21

 40

Monday-Friday, 6am-2pm  Saturdays 6am-12noon / $15
Mechanical aptitude that wants to learn and have a permanent job

MACHINE OPERATORS
FALL RIVER SMART2Spherion Staffing

 15198770  1
07/18/21

 40

Company DescriptionOcean Spray is a vibrant agricultural cooperative owned by more than 700 cranberry farmers in the United States, 
Canada and Chile, who have helped preserve the family farming way of life for generations. The cooperative's cranberries are currently 
featured in more than a thousand great-tasting, good-for-you products in over 100 countries worldwide. With more than 2,000 
employees and nearly 20 receiving and processing facilities, Ocean Spray is committed to managing our business in a way that respects 
our communities, colleagues and the environment.Ocean Spray believes that our colleagues are our best assets and we offer an 
environment where you can work with exceptionally smart, innovative and passionate teams that are motivated to deliver Ocean Spray 
products around the world. If you are looking for a rewarding career where you can Grow, Own, Live and Drive your career every day, 
Ocean Spray is for you!Job DescriptionOcean Spray is looking for a Manager, Cooperative Supply! The position is located at our 
corporate office in Lakeville, MA.
A Day in the Life of a Manager, Cooperative Supply: Responsible for the effective leadership of efforts related to the quality and 

MANAGER, AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVE 
SUPPLY LAKEVILLE INETEMPLOcean Spray Cranberries, Inc.
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 15215603  1

07/21/21
 40

Our purpose is sustaining energy and water for life, and it is demonstrated in everything we do as a business, and as an employee team.

Purpose

Reporting to the Director, International Tax, the Tax Manager for the U.S. Liberty Power group will be responsible for all income tax 
compliance and income tax reporting matters of this group as well as providing tax support to the business development group for 
acquisitions and development projects.

Accountabilities

MANAGER, US TAX
FALL RIVER INETEMPLN.E. Gas Company Corp

 15144175  1
07/06/21

 40  7:00 am  4:00 pm

Immediate need for Production Workers.  Company makes molds for buses.  Some positions include gel coating, spraying, general 
production etc.  Must be dependable and willing to work.  Previous manufacturing experience preferred.  
Company has COVID 19 Policies and Procedures in place.

MANUFACTURING PRODUCTION WORKERS
FALL RIVER ABORGSkyline Composite, Inc.

 15153324  1
07/08/21

 40

Seeking a full-time medical assistant for a busy Podiatry office. Medical assistant performs clinical duties under the direction of a 
physician. The ability to multi-task and prioritize is important. Clinical duties may include, escorting patients to rooms, assisting 
physician with procedures, restocking rooms, assisting support staff, maintaining medical records.Interaction with patients (vital signs, 
review of medical history, medication reconciliation)
Input of new and established patient medical history, medication in electronic medical record
Preparing imaging studies on exam room computer for review
Patient teaching/education
Prepare bio hazardous waste/soiled items for processing
Prepare treatment rooms for patients (cleaning, organizing, restocking, inventory)
Assist physicians in examination and treatment of patients as needed

MEDICAL ASSISTANT
FALL RIVER KFRANPrima Care Walk In

 15210188  1
07/20/21

 25

Full Job Description
Exciting opportunity to join a fast-paced medical team within a growing federally qualified community health center. HealthFirst Family 
Care Center, Inc. ?The Heart of Our Community? provides comprehensive services including medical care, dental care, obstetrics, 
cardiology and gastroenterology services, health education, health assessment and screenings. We are currently seeking a motivated, 
full-time (40-hour per week) Medical Assistant that enjoys working with culturally diverse children and families in providing 
comprehensive patient care.
Medical Assistant Summary
Under the general direction of the Medical Assistant Supervisor, the Medical Assistant will perform a wide variety of patient care 
activities including: Patient assessment, treatment, and general care for the patients? visit. Direct patient care responsibilities include: 
vital signs processing; assist primary care provider in all aspects of patient care including examinations, and procedures; vaccinations; 

MEDICAL ASSISTANT
FALL RIVER KFRANHealth First

 15210194  1
07/20/21

 40

Qualifications
High school or equivalent (Preferred)
RMA, CMA, or AAMA (Preferred)
Under the general direction of the Medical Assistant Supervisor, the Medical Assistant will perform a wide variety of patient care 
activities including: Patient assessment, treatment, and general care for the patients? visit. Direct patient care responsibilities include: 

MEDICAL ASSISTANT
FALL RIVER KFRANHealth First
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vital signs processing; assist primary care provider in all aspects of patient care including examinations, and procedures; vaccinations; 
informs provider of any abnormal findings while processing the patient; prescription refills; ensuring labs, test results and hospital 
records are accessible to the provider; ensure patient encounter and procedures performed are documented accurately in the EMR, 
routine office duties; any other duties and responsibilities within the scope of a MA.

 15153358  1
07/08/21

 40

The Medical Phone Receptionist will attend to all patients on the phone. Coordinate and organize appointments and documentation to 
facilitate the smooth running of the healthcare environment and support delivery of quality patient care. Responsibilities include:
Answer/Triage all incoming calls and deal with inquiries in a professional manner
Register patients according to established protocols
Assure patients have all necessary forms and documentation for their visits
Reschedule appointments and monitor schedules
Ensure patient information is accurate including billing information
Inform patients of medical office procedures and policies
Maintain and manage patient records
Schedule patient appointments

MEDICAL PHONE RECEPTIONIST
FALL RIVER KFRANPrima Care Walk In

 15153328  1
07/08/21

 40

The Medical Receptionist will attend to patients on the phone and in person. Coordinate and organize appointments and 
documentation to facilitate the smooth running of the healthcare environment and support delivery of quality patient care. 
Responsibilities include:
? Greet patients
? Register patients according to established protocols
? Assist patients to complete all necessary forms and documentation including medical
? Ensure patient information is accurate including billing information
? Inform patients of medical office procedures and policy
? Maintain and manage patient records
? Answer incoming calls and deal with inquiries

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST - VASCULAR
FALL RIVER KFRANPrima Care Walk In

 15153335  1
07/08/21

 40

Essential Job Functions:

Greet patients
Register patients according to established protocols
Assist patients to complete all necessary forms and documentation including medical
Ensure patient information is accurate including billing information
Inform patients of medical office procedures and policy
Maintain and manage patient records
Answer incoming calls and deal with inquiries
Schedule patient appointments

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST INFECTIOUS DISEASE
FALL RIVER KFRANPrima Care Walk In

 15153479  4
07/08/21

 25

Responsible for delivering a highly satisfied customer experience demonstrated by engaging and interacting with all customers, 
embodying customer experience principals and philosophy, and maintaining a clean and organized store environment. Adheres to all 
operational, merchandise, and loss prevention standards. May be cross-trained to work in multiple areas of the store in order to 
support the needs of the business.
Responsibilities:
Role models established customer experience practices with internal and external customers

MERCHANDISE ASSOCIATES
FALL RIVER KFRANTJ Maxx
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 5 13.50 13.50
Supports and embodies a positive store culture through honesty, integrity, and respect
Accurately rings customer purchases/returns and counts change back to customer according to established operating procedures
Promotes credit and loyalty programs during customer interactions
Maintains and upholds merchandising philosophy and follows established merchandising procedures and standards

 15180339  1
07/14/21

 40

Job Description
At T-Mobile, we strongly encourage everyone, including people of color, veterans, military spouses, individuals with disabilities, lesbian, 
gay, bisexual, transgender, queer and non-binary people, and parents to apply. We are an equal opportunity employer and welcome 
everyone to our team. If you are an individual with a disability and need reasonable accommodation at any point in the application or 
interview process, please let us know by emailing ApplicantAccommodation@t-mobile.com or calling 1-844-873-9500. Please note, this 
contact channel is not a means to apply for or inquire about a position and we are unable to respond to non-accommodation related 
requests.

Mobile Associates (MA) work as a member of a Retail Team of Experts to bring the T-Mobile brand to life. They're brand ambassadors 
who build energy and excitement around our products and services. They are passionate about the connected world and thrive in a 

MOBILE ASSOCIATE - RETAIL SALES
FALL RIVER INETEMPLT-Mobile USA, Inc.

 15186242  1
07/15/21

 40

Job Description
At T-Mobile, we strongly encourage everyone, including people of color, veterans, military spouses, individuals with disabilities, lesbian, 
gay, bisexual, transgender, queer and non-binary people, and parents to apply. We are an equal opportunity employer and welcome 
everyone to our team. If you are an individual with a disability and need reasonable accommodation at any point in the application or 
interview process, please let us know by emailing ApplicantAccommodation@t-mobile.com or calling 1-844-873-9500. Please note, this 
contact channel is not a means to apply for or inquire about a position and we are unable to respond to non-accommodation related 
requests.

Mobile Associates (MA) work as a member of a Retail Team of Experts to bring the T-Mobile brand to life. They're brand ambassadors 
who build energy and excitement around our products and services. They are passionate about the connected world and thrive in a 

MOBILE ASSOCIATE - RETAIL SALES
DARTMOUTH INETEMPLT-Mobile USA, Inc.

 15144023  1
07/06/21

 40

BayCoast Mortgage is a fast growing Massachusetts company owned by BayCoast Bank, est. 1851.  As a wholly owned subsidiary of a 
bank we have portfolio lending flexibility in addition to being a full-service lender serving the majority of the East Coast.  We are 
committed to being one of the best workplaces in the industry. BayCoast offers a dynamic work environment and excellent 
opportunities for internal and professional development. We currently have a variety of rewarding career opportunities available in our 
Mortgage Department in Swansea, MA.
Available Positions:
Mortgage Loan Originator (inside/outside sales)
Essential Mortgage Loan Originator Functions:
Maintain and originate through branch and subsidiary provided leads (25+ physical locations).
Utilize cutting edge technology to originate digital provided leads.

MORTGAGE LOAN OFFICER
SWANSEA INETEMPLBayCoast Bank

 15225662  1
07/23/21

 40

MA - New Bedford, MA Fall River
NAEP 2022 - Assessment Administrator

19267BR

Job Description

NAEP 2022 - ASSESSMENT ADMINISTRATOR
FALL RIVER INETEMPLWestat, Inc.
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Westat is currently seeking motivated individuals who are committed to excellence and are experienced in working with primary and 
secondary school students to work as Assessment Administrators (AAs) for the 2022 National Assessment of Educational Progress 
(NAEP). This opportunity is ideal for retired educators and others who are comfortable working with children.

 15207231  1
07/19/21

 40

Per Diem position......The Nurse Practitioner (NP) works independently and in collaboration with physicians to deliver palliative care. 
The NP provides palliative medical services by managing the symptoms of acute and chronic conditions, assisting with communication 
and coordination of care, and developing treatment plans. Care is provided at home and in other care settings which may include: 
outpatient clinics, hospitals, assisted living, independent living, and skilled nursing facilities. The NP orders treatments, laboratory and 
diagnostic services, works closely with health care agencies to coordinate palliative medical care, and approaches all patients and 
referral sources with a customer service manner. The NP coordinates care with patient's health care team through planning and 
effective communication.
Provides palliative care for residents in their home or clinical setting in collaboration with physicians and/or medical directors in 
conformance with any protocols or guidelines established by or with the collaborating physician, where required by state and/or 
federal law.

NURSE PRACTIONER PALLIATIVE NP
FALL RIVER KFRANBeacon Hospice

 15185768  1
07/15/21

 40

Description
AccentCare is looking for passionate clinicians committed to delivering exceptional care in the home.
We are committed to quality patient outcomes-delivering evidence-based care in the home-and providing comprehensive training to 
further develop our staff along with continuing education and promotional opportunities.
Come join the AccentCare team and Make A Difference every day.
Position:  Occupational Therapist (OT)
Reports to:  Executive Director or Regional Therapy Director
Job Description/Requirements:
As an Occupational Therapist you will:
Assist the physician in evaluating the patient's level of function by administering and interpreting patient's diagnostic and prognostic 

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST HOME HEALTH
FALL RIVER INETEMPLAccentCare, Inc.

 15144205  1
07/06/21

 40  7:00 am  4:00 pm

Immediate need for an office person with experience in QB, Excel, Word, Outlook, multi-task person who is responsible and willing to 
learn.
Company has COVID 19 Policies and Procedures in place.

OFFICE POSITION
FALL RIVER ABORGSkyline Composite, Inc.

 15144490  1
07/06/21

 40

Responsible for assisting with all operational tasks within the store as delegated and assigned by the Store Manager with main focus on 
the front-end and sales floor operations. Also assist with the hiring, training and development of store associates as delegated by the 
Store Manager

Principal Duties and Responsibilities
Assist with all store functions and day-to-day store activities as directed by the Store Manager
Able to perform all opening and closing procedures in the absence of the Store Manager
Assist the Store Manager in protecting and securing all company assets, including store cash
Adhere to all policies and procedures including safety guidelines
Maintain a professional and friendly environment with customers, subordinates and supervisors

OPERATIONS ASSISTANT MANAGER
SWANSEA KFRANDOLLAR TREE

 15180810  1
07/14/21

 40  8:30 am  5:00 pm

High school or equivalent (Required)

ORDER ENTRY CLERK
FALL RIVER KFRANJS INTERNATIONAL
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 1 16.00
Data Entry: 1 year (Preferred)
JSI Cabinetry is a leading United States kitchen and bath cabinetry supplier committed to fast delivery of the highest quality cabinetry. 
JSI operates distribution facilities in Boston, Chicago, Atlanta, and Denver. Our expansive footprint is leveraged to service 2,500 of the 
finer kitchen and bath dealers in the United States with all-wood cabinets shipped as quickly as the next day.Our Order Entry Clerk 
(OEC) are a vital part of the growth and success of our business! The primary role of a OEC is to accurately enter customer orders as well 
as assistance on a wide array of topics including, but not limited to: general inquiries, product and service inquiries, billing questions 
and other concerns both via phone and email. The right candidate will demonstrate a fundamental commitment to providing 
world-class customer service experience.
Monday - Friday

 15180746  1
07/14/21

 40  4:30 pm  1:00 am

Qualifications
High school or equivalent (Preferred)
Night Shift (Preferred)
Warehouse Picker
Warehouse picker with RF scanners experience a plus, pallet jack/ forklift experience a plus, able to speak, read English a must.
Must be able to follow instructions and respond to management direction.
Must be willing to train on forklifts as needed.
Must be able to lift and/or move up to 50 pounds.
Must be able to work with little direction.
Hours are 4:30pm - 1:00am.

ORDER PICKER SECOND SHIFT
FALL RIVER KFRANJS INTERNATIONAL

 15148579  1
07/07/21

 40

Package Handlers will receive a competitive hourly rate and are eligible for an attractive benefits package including medical, dental, 
vision, vacation, holiday pay, parental leave and tuition assistance after completion of an eligibility period. Full time and part time 
position opportunities..... 
 is an essential business that needs people to help us support the economy, handling life-saving medications and other items that keep 
our communities as prepared as possible during these uncertain times.
FedEx Ground will continue to hire for essential positions like this one.
FedEx Ground is hiring part-time and full-time individuals to load and unload packages in our fast-paced warehouse environment. 
Part-time employees typically work a 2-4-hour shift per day. Full-time employees work approximately two shifts per day of varying 
lengths. Package Handlers are responsible for warehouse duties including: the physical loading, unloading and/or sorting of packages of 
varying sizes and weights by hand, including lifting, pushing, pulling, carrying, scanning, placing packages, as well as physical bending, 

PACKAGE HANDLER/WAREHOUSE
SEEKONK KFRANFedex Ground

 15198758  1
07/18/21

 40

Company DescriptionOcean Spray is a vibrant agricultural cooperative owned by more than 700 cranberry farmers in the United States, 
Canada and Chile, who have helped preserve the family farming way of life for generations. The cooperative's cranberries are currently 
featured in more than a thousand great-tasting, good-for-you products in over 100 countries worldwide. With more than 2,000 
employees and nearly 20 receiving and processing facilities, Ocean Spray is committed to managing our business in a way that respects 
our communities, colleagues and the environment.Ocean Spray believes that our colleagues are our best assets and we offer an 
environment where you can work with exceptionally smart, innovative and passionate teams that are motivated to deliver Ocean Spray 
products around the world. If you are looking for a rewarding career where you can Grow, Own, Live and Drive your career every day, 
Ocean Spray is for you!Job DescriptionWho We are Looking For: Are you interested in a career in the food and beverage industry? Does 
the thought of bringing new consumer products to life excite you? Are you curious, self-motivated and a natural problem solver? If your 
answers are yes to all three of these questions, then you may be a great fit for Ocean Spray Engineering!What You Will Do &amp; What 

PACKAGING DEVELOPMENT INTERN
LAKEVILLE INETEMPLOcean Spray Cranberries, Inc.

 15176257  1
07/13/21

 20

Caregiving is our Calling

PERSONAL CARE LINE HOME HEALTH AIDE
FALL RIVER INETEMPLAmedisys Holding, LLC
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Associated Home Care, an Amedisys company, is the leading provider of personal home care in the state of Massachusetts in addition 
to its service areas around Jacksonville, Florida and Knoxville, Tennessee. From companionship to around-the-clock in-home care, our 
customized services are designed to bring peace of mind to individuals needing extra care for their families. Customizing care to each 
client's need is an important part of the service plan and can always be adjusted as needs change.

Our specially trained nurses and caregivers are available from one to 24 hours a day, seven days a week. After an initial assessment over 
the phone or in person, our nurse will personally visit with the client and family members to discuss the most beneficial and 
cost-effective services.

 15148502  1
07/07/21

 20

Caregiving is our Calling

Associated Home Care, an Amedisys company, is the leading provider of personal home care in the state of Massachusetts in addition 
to its service areas around Jacksonville, Florida and Knoxville, Tennessee. From companionship to around-the-clock in-home care, our 
customized services are designed to bring peace of mind to individuals needing extra care for their families. Customizing care to each 
client's need is an important part of the service plan and can always be adjusted as needs change.

Our specially trained nurses and caregivers are available from one to 24 hours a day, seven days a week. After an initial assessment over 
the phone or in person, our nurse will personally visit with the client and family members to discuss the most beneficial and 
cost-effective services.

PERSONAL CARE LINE HOMEMAKER
FALL RIVER INETEMPLAmedisys Holding, LLC

 15231295  1
07/24/21

 20

Caregiving is our Calling

Associated Home Care, an Amedisys company, is the leading provider of personal home care in the state of Massachusetts in addition 
to its service areas around Jacksonville, Florida and Knoxville, Tennessee. From companionship to around-the-clock in-home care, our 
customized services are designed to bring peace of mind to individuals needing extra care for their families. Customizing care to each 
client's need is an important part of the service plan and can always be adjusted as needs change.

Our specially trained nurses and caregivers are available from one to 24 hours a day, seven days a week. After an initial assessment over 
the phone or in person, our nurse will personally visit with the client and family members to discuss the most beneficial and 
cost-effective services.

PERSONAL CARE LINE HOMEMAKER
FALL RIVER INETEMPLAmedisys Holding, LLC

 15162028  1
07/10/21

 20

Caregiving is our Calling
Associated Home Care, an Amedisys company, is the leading provider of personal home care in the state of Massachusetts in addition 
to its service areas around Jacksonville, Florida and Knoxville, Tennessee. From companionship to around-the-clock in-home care, our 
customized services are designed to bring peace of mind to individuals needing extra care for their families. Customizing care to each 
client's need is an important part of the service plan and can always be adjusted as needs change.

Our specially trained nurses and caregivers are available from one to 24 hours a day, seven days a week. After an initial assessment over 
the phone or in person, our nurse will personally visit with the client and family members to discuss the most beneficial and 
cost-effective services.

PERSONAL CARE LINE LICENSED PRACTICAL NU
FALL RIVER INETEMPLAmedisys Holding, LLC

 14869572  1
05/05/21

 40  8:00 am  4:00 pm

Job Responsibilities Include:

Lead the process in development, implementation and coordination of physical therapy program

PHYSICAL THERAPIST
ATTLEBORO INETEMPLAmego Inc.
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 1
Screening and evaluation of therapeutic intervention, transitions and exit planning
Evaluate client’s abilities and formulates physical profile through a variety of functional, behavioral and standardized assessments, 
skilled observations, checklists, histories and interviews
Trains physical therapist assistant, direct care staff and other support personnel on specific goals/objectives, support strategies and 
data collection
Maintains critical records in accordance with professional standards, state guidelines and day habilitation policy
 

 15206900  1
07/19/21

 40

Description
AccentCare is looking for passionate clinicians committed to delivering exceptional care in the home.

We are Seeking a full time PT to cover Fall River and Bridgewater, MA
We are committed to quality patient outcomes-delivering evidence-based care in the home-and providing comprehensive training to 
further develop our staff along with continuing education and promotional opportunities.
Come join the AccentCare team and Make A Difference every day.
Position:  Physical Therapist (PT)
Reports to:  Clinical Supervisor
Job Description/Requirements:

PHYSICAL THERAPIST HOME HEALTH
FALL RIVER INETEMPLAccentCare, Inc.

 15219632  1
07/22/21

 40

A company in Lakeville MA is looking for Pick Pack Associate for first shift 7:00am-3:30pm $15hr.
We offer:
Clean, safe, climate controlled environment
Company-subsidized cafeteria (closed for Covid)
Friendly, team-oriented culture
Job Description:
The company in Lakeville has openings for Warehouse Associates who will perform general warehouse/fulfillment functions such as 
Replenishment, Picking and Packing. Associates will be assigned to a home department, but cross-trained in other departments and 
must be willing to rotate into other areas as needed.
Replenishment/Inventory Department is where the associate will be responsible for putting away inventory, scanning new merchandise 

PICK PACKER
LAKEVILLE INETEMPLAdvantage Resource Staffing

 15181097  1
07/14/21

 40

Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes 
refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River, 
MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country.
Position Summary: In addition to being responsible for the accurate and efficient processing of ingredients for Production utilization, 
the Prep1 position also requires the following: 
Ability to work independently in specific ¿work zone¿
Helps to expedite the Prep line throughout the shift
Assists in the delegation of work throughout the line, to increase departmental efficiencies
Ability to establish and develop productive working relationships with fellow Prep staff personnel
Creates a positive environment, and makes the team stronger

PREP - 1ST SHIFT
FALL RIVER ABORGBlount Fine Foods

 15153347  1
07/08/21

 40

Responsibilities include:

Request, track, and obtain prior authorizations from insurance carriers/third party authorization companies within a reasonable time 
frame.

PRIOR AUTHORIZATION COORDINATOR
FALL RIVER KFRANPrima Care Walk In
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 1
Contact insurance carriers to verify patient?s insurance benefits and requirements specific to the requested radiology procedures
Follow up with insurance carriers/third party authorization companies prior to services being performed to secure prior authorization.
Work closely with referring physicians to obtain necessary data needed to submit for prior authorization.
Maintains a level of productivity suitable for the department
Must be a team player
Communicate any insurance changes or trends back to management and the scheduling team

 15176245  1
07/13/21

 40

ISP Freetown Fine Chemicals Inc
Are you the kind of person that is always thinking, sketching, seeking, and adjusting? Who needs to understand how things work and 
then figure out how they can work better? Are you a passionate, tenacious, solver who loves to work with others who share your drive? 
Are you positive, constructive, and ingenious?
Are you always solving?
Then wed like to meet you and bet youd like to meet us.
Ashland has an exciting opportunity for a Process Engineer to join our Consumer Specialties business unit at our Assonet, MA location. 
This is a very visible, significant role within the Company and the Process Technology function. This position will report to the Process 
Engineering Manager.
The responsibilities of the position include, but are not limited to, the following:

PROCESS ENGINEER I-1-2021 - 639
ASSONET INETEMPLAshland, LLC

 15207257  1
07/19/21

 35

T eam Members:

Carry out job functions and responsibilities as assigned. Support the application of club policies, procedures and compliance.
We strive for flawless execution and hold ourselves accountable .
Acts with honesty and integrity and lead with the member in mind to address any and all concerns and to escalate any concerns, as 
appropriate.
Ensure a safe and positive environment for our members and each other.
Embrace inclusion and diversity, by working together with collaboration and respect. Work as a team to achieve goals.
Move with speed and agility in everything we do.
Innovate and adapt so we can move as fast as the world around us.

PRODUCE CLERK
SEEKONK KFRANBJ'S

 15198761  1
07/18/21

 40

Company DescriptionOcean Spray is a vibrant agricultural cooperative owned by more than 700 cranberry farmers in the United States, 
Canada and Chile, who have helped preserve the family farming way of life for generations. The cooperative's cranberries are currently 
featured in more than a thousand great-tasting, good-for-you products in over 100 countries worldwide. With more than 2,000 
employees and nearly 20 receiving and processing facilities, Ocean Spray is committed to managing our business in a way that respects 
our communities, colleagues and the environment.Ocean Spray believes that our colleagues are our best assets and we offer an 
environment where you can work with exceptionally smart, innovative and passionate teams that are motivated to deliver Ocean Spray 
products around the world. If you are looking for a rewarding career where you can Grow, Own, Live and Drive your career every day, 
Ocean Spray is for you!Job DescriptionWho We are Looking For:Are you a food lover at heart, always searching for exciting new food 
experiences?  Do you have a knack for applying technical skills to real world problem solving?  Are you immersed in academic research 
and looking for a chance to explore what a career in industry might look like?  If you're up for a challenge, then join us in helping 

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, INNOVATION 
INTERNSH LAKEVILLE INETEMPLOcean Spray Cranberries, Inc.

 15153284  1
07/08/21

 40

At Camping World , a Product Specialist works directly with the customers to determine specialized product needs and services and 
provides price estimates for designated installations prior to scheduling appointments. The Product Specialist is a member of the sales 
team and works collaboratively with the service team to ensure a high level of customer service satisfaction.

Essential Job Functions:

PRODUCT SPECIALIST ADVISOR
BERKLEY KFRANCamping World
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Daily interaction with customers to promote specialized product needs and installations
Review each job for proper sizing, colors, placement, and prior to scheduling job for installation
Maintain and update prepayment logs and keep customers apprised of work progress
Schedule installation appointments with designated service staff members

 15157772  1
07/09/21

 40

Project Manager

Massachusetts

7-12 Years

USA

SR Number
APPS/APPS/2021/1543380

PROJECT MANAGER
FALL RIVER INETEMPLHCL America Inc.

 15180919  1
07/14/21

 40

Job ID: 305862
P.J. Keating Company, a CRH company, is a leading manufacturer of aggregate and HMA products and Paving and Construction in 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island. We operate aggregate and Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA) production facilities in Acushnet, Dracut, and 
Lunenburg, Massachusetts as well as Cranston, Rhode Island. Our modern facilities, veteran paving crews, experienced construction 
management team and large investment in plants and equipment make us one of the largest and most efficient producers in the state 
of Massachusetts as well as one of only two RIDOT approved stone suppliers in the state of Rhode Island.
Are you looking for opportunities and benefits of a large corporation with a small company feel? Then P.J. Keating Company and CRH is 
the company for you! If youre up for a rewarding challenge, we invite you to take the first step and apply today!
Primary Responsibilities
Ensures the safety of crew members and the public on all projects.

PROJECT SUPERINTENDENT - ACUSHNET, 
MA-30 ACUSHNET SMART2P.J. Keating Company

 15210217  1
07/20/21

 40

Benefits include: Competitive wages, signing bonus, 3.2 weeks of paid time off, 3 personal days, and 12.5 paid holidays; employer 
contributed health, dental, vision, life insurance, long term disability and retirement contributions; voluntary flexible spending accounts 
and disability/critical illness coverage.

PSYCH NURSE PRACTITIONER
FALL RIVER KFRANHealth First

 15153480  1
07/08/21

 40

The unloaders at TJ Maxx are individuals who are responsible for unloading items or goods from the truck into the main store from 
where they will be transferred to shelves.
Aside offloading or unloading trucks, his/her job description also entails properly arranging or storing of unloaded items in the store.
He/she may also be required to move the items from the central store room to the shelves for customers? purchase.
Additionally, the unloader also participates in cleaning and organizing the store. He/she ensures the items are properly arranged and 
that they do not obstruct customer traffic in the store.
A supervisor is placed ahead of the unloaders to direct their activities and ensure they get the job done as required.
TJ Maxx unloaders should be able to stack items properly in the store and to place them in the right places allocated for such.
He/she should also be able to work at a fast pace. 
Unloader Job Description Example

RECEIVERS
FALL RIVER KFRANTJ Maxx
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 15153279  1

07/08/21
 40

Essential Job Functions:

Promptly and warmly meet, greet and answer phone calls and directing the customer to the appropriate representative or department
Enter new inventory data into Accounting system
Distribute mail (interoffice, courier and regular mail) and coordinate courier pick ups
Coordinate and process all necessary documents for the Service Department
Assist in title work as needed
May cross train to perform other duties
Essential Job Skills:

RECEPTIONIST
BERKLEY KFRANCamping World

 15156894  1
07/09/21

 40

Caregiving is our Calling

Associated Home Care, an Amedisys company, is the leading provider of personal home care in the state of Massachusetts in addition 
to its service areas around Jacksonville, Florida and Knoxville, Tennessee. From companionship to around-the-clock in-home care, our 
customized services are designed to bring peace of mind to individuals needing extra care for their families. Customizing care to each 
client's need is an important part of the service plan and can always be adjusted as needs change.

Our specially trained nurses and caregivers are available from one to 24 hours a day, seven days a week. After an initial assessment over 
the phone or in person, our nurse will personally visit with the client and family members to discuss the most beneficial and 
cost-effective services.

REGISTERED NURSE
FALL RIVER INETEMPLAmedisys Holding, LLC

 15225644  1
07/23/21

 40

237-B State Rd,Dartmouth,Massachusetts,02747-2612,United States of America

As a Peritoneal Dialysis Registered Nurse (PD RN), you educate your patients on how to do their own dialysis from their homes, and you 
take responsibility for the complete ongoing care of each patient to ensure their treatment stays on track.You will work a Monday to 
Friday schedule-yet your impact on the lives of our patients will be felt every day.
If you haven't considered Nephrology nursing before, read on as we think that you should. Dialysis Experience is NOT required.
What you can expect:
Complexities -You multitask in myriad ways - put down one patient's chart, start another, work with a physician, run out to get a 
medication, respond to a supplier's request - with lots of loose ends to pull together and a lot of follow up. It's challenging, fun and 
keeps your day fresh.

REGISTERED NURSE - PERITONEAL DIALYSIS
DARTMOUTH INETEMPLTotal Renal Care

 15207226  1
07/19/21

 40

As a Hospice Clinical Manager, you will report directly to the operational leader and serve as a key member of care center operations 
and management team by leading a full team of multidiscipline, healthcare professionals. Your primary work will include the 
supervision, management, coordination and provision of quality patient care while demonstrating fiscal responsibility and maintaining 
the highest standards of care. You may occasionally provide one on one hospice and palliative care to patients in the home setting, and 
when required, may fulfill role as Agency Supervising Nurse.
Participates with the physician, referral sources, Clinical/Branch Director and professional staff in decisions regarding patient eligibility 
and suitability for the hospice program and coordinates hospice care services from admission through bereavement.
Coordinates with physicians, case managers, the patient, families and interdisciplinary team to implement that patient plan of care.
Coordinates regular interdisciplinary team conferences and promotes communication of information relevant to the patient care 
process to ensure quality of care and coordination of services.

REGISTERED NURSE/CLINICAL MANAGER
FALL RIVER KFRANBeacon Hospice
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 15219686  1

07/22/21
 40

Employer is looking to fill openings for both part time and full time openings.
Customer Service: 1 year (Preferred)
We are currently accepting applications for part-time and full-time positions. We offer exciting career opportunities for bright, 
energetic and talented individuals in a stimulating, fast-paced and team-oriented culture. Hobby Lobby is a world worth exploring - 
where dedication and achievement are rewarded.
Store hours are Monday through Saturday, 9 am to 8 pm and we are CLOSED ON SUNDAY.
Departments Include:

Floral
Crafts

RETAIL ASSOCIATES
SEEKONK KFRANHobby Lobby

 15181099  1
07/14/21

 25

All sales associates at Walmart have the same essential duties: customer service (helping customers find what they need, giving advice), 
organizing (lots and lots of organizing) labeling, stocking, and otherwise just maintaining shelves, and cashier work (for some).

RETAIL ASSOCIATES
SWANSEA KFRANWalmart

 15153300  1
07/08/21

 40

Camping World is looking for a Retail Sales Associate to join our team. As a Retail Sales Associate you will be responsible for ensuring 
that every customer receives the best customer service.
Responsibilities and Duties
Complete customer transactions using POS ( point of sale) register systems
Provide excellent customer service
Ability to communicate effectively with customers, colleagues, and management
Consistently promotes company programs including warranty sales and Good Sam Memberships
Ability to establish strong product knowledge and sell to customers
Maintain the appearance of store which may include stocking and performing general housekeeping duties
May cross train to perform other duties

RETAIL SALES ASSOCIATE
BERKLEY KFRANCamping World

 15181110  1
07/14/21

 40

An energetic position to provide customer needs in person and on the phone. Use your communication skills to explain warranty 
options, establish time commitments between technicians and customers, checkout procedures and promotion of products and 
services.
COMPANY OVERVIEW
Bridgestone Retail Operations, LLC employs over 22,000 teammates in North America and operates more than 2,200 company-owned 
stores. The store locations include Firestone Complete Auto Care, Tires Plus, Hibdon Tire, and Wheel Works. With 2,200 locations across 
America and over $3 billion in tire and auto service sales, Bridgestone Retail Operations is the right place to build a career.
RESPONSIBILITIES
Building customer satisfaction & loyalty
The merchandising, advertising and promotion of products and services

RETAIL SALESPERSON
FALL RIVER KFRANFirestone

 15207256  1
07/19/21

 40

The Person in Charge works closely with the Club Manager and Assistant Club Manager in providing leadership and direction within the 
club while driving club performance by maintaining policies and procedures, delivering a positive service experience to Members, and 
providing leadership and direction. Acts as a key holder for the club.

The manager is responsible to function as the Manager on Duty (MOD) as assigned. While MOD, the manager has responsibility to 
manage the entire Club, including all Club departments, to ensure excellent Member engagement, to address all concerns brought to 

RETAIL SUPERVISOR
SEEKONK KFRANBJ'S
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the MOD?s attention, and to escalate any concerns, as appropriate.

Leadership:

 15210205  1
07/20/21

 40

Benefits include: Competitive wages, signing bonus, 3.2 weeks of paid time off, 3 personal days, and 12.5 paid holidays; employer 
contributed health, dental, vision, life insurance, long term disability and retirement contributions; voluntary flexible spending accounts 
and disability/critical illness coverage.

RN CARE MANAGER
FALL RIVER KFRANHealth First

 15219140  1
07/22/21

 40

Catholic Memorial Home a 272 bed nursing and rehabilitative care facility is seeking RN candidates to make a positive difference in the 
lives of our residents and become a member of our mission driven team. 
Comprehensive salary with excellent benefits package includes:
Generous Paid time off program includes 12 paid holidays
Over time after 8.5 hours
Individual designed orientation program
Health/Dental/Vision Insurance Plans
Company paid Life and Disability Insurance, Employee Assistance Program
403B, Tuition Reimbursement and Scholarship Programs
Hiring for both full time and part time positions.Geriatrics

RN CHARGE NURSE
FALL RIVER KFRANCATHOLIC MEMORIAL HOME

 14863676  1
05/04/21

 40  8:00 am  4:00 pm

Job Responsibilities Include:

Development, implementation and supervision of all systems involving medication administration for the agency
As the MAP Coordinator for the agency, schedule and teach all MAP related trainings: Full Certification and Re-Certification Classes
Provide additional support and training to staff during the MAP testing periods to increase success in passing. Maintain data on pass/fail 
rates and determine if changes in training delivery is needed to increase passing rate for the agency
Assess training curriculum and work collaboratively with Director of Health Care Services in updating and or modifying content when 
needed.
Work collaboratively with administrative staff, direct care staff, health care providers and guardians during admission and discharge 
process as well as in ensuring medical and health services are met for all individuals as needed

RN TRAINER
ATTLEBORO INETEMPLAmego Inc.

 15180915  1
07/14/21

 40

Job ID: 254699
P.J. Keating Company, a CRH company, is a leading manufacturer of aggregate and HMA products and Paving and Construction in 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island. We operate aggregate and Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA) production facilities in Acushnet, Dracut, and 
Lunenburg, Massachusetts as well as Cranston, Rhode Island. Our modern facilities, veteran paving crews, experienced construction 
management team and large investment in plants and equipment make us one of the largest and most efficient producers in the state 
of Massachusetts as well as one of only two RIDOT approved stone suppliers in the state of Rhode Island.
Are you looking for opportunities and benefits of a large corporation with a small company feel? Then P.J. Keating Company and CRH is 
the company for you! If youre up for a rewarding challenge, we invite you to take the first step and apply today!
Position Title:
Roller Operator

ROLLER OPERATOR (ACUSHNET, MA)-254699
ACUSHNET SMART2P.J. Keating Company
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 15153306  1

07/08/21
 40

As the RV industry leader, Camping World is always looking for new and better ways to enhance your RV and outdoor experience. 
Camping World - like the great outdoors - is a big place, full of opportunity and we make it our mission to equip you for it. We've got an 
awesome team already, but there's always room for more! Are you ready for a new adventure?

We are looking for an RV Housekeeper who has an eye for detail, a passion for cleanliness and a desire to make customers happy and 
get them ready to have fun outdoors! You will be responsible for cleaning our RVs, both new and used, in our continuing effort to 
deliver outstanding customer service. If you love to be physically active, enjoy cleaning with speed, efficiency, and have an attention to 
detail then this is the position for you.
Essential Job Functions:

RV HOUSEKEEPER
BERKLEY KFRANCamping World

 15153261  1
07/08/21

 40

Camping World is looking for a high energy, motivated RV Sales Associate to grow the business! Ideal candidates will possess the drive 
to work hard, sell RVs, have fun and make money!
Essential Job Functions:
Take the lead to promote a top-notch, high quality customer experience selling new and used RVs
Conduct effective demonstration rides and walk through presentations
Close sales effectively by working closely with F&I team
Follow up and commit to a no-pressure, high integrity approach with each customer
Generate ideas to exceed sales goals and demonstrate best revenue- generating practices to the team and organization
Serve as a liaison between customers and all departments including retail, service and finance
Stay on top of market trends, the RV industry and current dealership inventory

RV SALES ASSOCIATES
BERKLEY KFRANCamping World

 15210196  1
07/20/21

 20

Job Description
  Sales Associate PT
565 Commerce Dr., Fall River, MA 02720
MAFAL Public Store
Part-Time Shift(s):

MON TUE WED THU FRI 7:00 am-5:00 pm10 - 28 hours/week

OVERVIEW:
Working as Part-Time Sales Associate PT, you will have the opportunity to balance formal training with real-world experience running a 

SALES ASSOCIATE PT
FALL RIVER INETEMPLFastenal Company

 15144489  4
07/06/21

 25

Responsible for assisting with the complete operations of assigned store, in conjunction with assigned tasks and duties.
Assist in the merchandising of the store.
Fully cross-trained to assist with cash register operations, customer service and stock replenishment.

Principal Duties and Responsibilities

Handle all sales transactions while operating assigned cash register.
Maintains security of all cash.
Protects all company assets.
Maintains a high level of good customer service.

SALES FLOOR ASSOCIATES
SWANSEA KFRANDOLLAR TREE
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 15153307  1
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Are you ready for a new adventure?We are looking for an experienced Sales Manager with the drive to go above and beyond 
expectations to deliver a high quality, top-notch customer driven experience.Qualified individuals will share their passion to produce 
and motivate a winning sales team.
Ideal candidates will possess the drive to work hard, manage a sales team, have fun and make money!Essential Job Functions:+ Coach, 
mentor and build a high performance sales team dedicated to all sales activities related to new and used RVs+ Develop unique ways to 
drive sales through events, community activities and local marketing campaigns+ Plan and manage budgets by initiating and assessing 
cost control techniques+ Maintain in-stock levels through precise inventory management+ Identify key product drivers for merchandise 
presentation to enhance sales+ Obtain and analyze customer feedback to ensure high service levels are maintained+ Recruit, select and 
train sales staff for growth and advancement opportunities+ Demonstrate dedication and support of Company initiatives, goals and 
policies to staff and peers+ Display strong leadership qualities that show commitment to a no-pressure, high integrity sales approach 

SALES MANAGER
BERKLEY KFRANCamping World

 15153327  1
07/08/21

 40

The Scheduling Specialist provides scheduling support for a multi-faceted clinical office to ensure a smooth scheduling function in the 
Central Scheduling Department with excellent patient relations, interprets operating policies, while exercising independent judgment in 
resolution of clerical problems. The specialist interacts with patients, patients? families and providers regarding patient schedule 
related issues and serves as a resource in a team environment. This specialist is responsible for maintaining the radiology department 
schedule making certain that the patient schedule flows smoothly. The specialist must be supportive of the department?s mission with 
a positive, constructive, and creative demeanor while being compassionate and committed to satisfying patient, family members and 
provider offices at all times. Essential job functions include:
Answer incoming phone lines to chedule appointments for provider offices.
Assist patients with rescheduling tests as needed.
Research previous reports as needed (rotated weekly).

SCHEDULING SPECIALIST
FALL RIVER KFRANPrima Care Walk In

 15198763  1
07/18/21

 40

Company DescriptionOcean Spray is a vibrant agricultural cooperative owned by more than 700 cranberry farmers in the United States, 
Canada and Chile, who have helped preserve the family farming way of life for generations. The cooperative's cranberries are currently 
featured in more than a thousand great-tasting, good-for-you products in over 100 countries worldwide. With more than 2,000 
employees and nearly 20 receiving and processing facilities, Ocean Spray is committed to managing our business in a way that respects 
our communities, colleagues and the environment.Ocean Spray believes that our colleagues are our best assets and we offer an 
environment where you can work with exceptionally smart, innovative and passionate teams that are motivated to deliver Ocean Spray 
products around the world. If you are looking for a rewarding career where you can Grow, Own, Live and Drive your career every day, 
Ocean Spray is for you!Job DescriptionWho We are Looking For:Does the idea of coming up with the next great breakthrough thing to 
do excite you?  Do you see yourself as creative, a visionary, and desiring to manage innovation from a regulatory compliance 
perspective? We are looking for a Co-op student who is interested and passionate about the Food Industry and Regulatory Affairs, 

SCIENTIFIC AND REGULATORY AFFAIRS INTERN
LAKEVILLE INETEMPLOcean Spray Cranberries, Inc.

 15185342  1
07/15/21

 25

At Target we believe in our team members having meaningful experiences that help them build and develop skills for a career. The role 
of a Target Security Specialist can provide you with the:
Skills using intelligence-led tactics to keep team members and guests safe and secure
Experience in crisis response, safety and crowd management; providing support to both guests and team members
Skills in de-escalation as well as experience with recovering stolen merchandise to prevent shortage
Ability to utilize Target's video surveillance system
Ability to properly document cases using industry case management systems
As a Target Security Specialist, no two days are ever the same, but a typical day will most likely include the following responsibilities:
Welcome and engage guests and team members at the front of the store, while ensuring adherence to the store specific mask and 
guest capacity policies.

SEASONAL TSS STORES
SWANSEA KFRANTarget
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Security Guards, 1st, 2nd & 3rd shift, part time openings available.  Applications can be picked up at Best Security, 312 Durfee Street, 
Fall River, MA.  Must have car, phone and clean police record.   Applicants must be at least 18 years old.

SECURITY GUARDS
FALL RIVER ABORGBest Security

 15210179  1
07/20/21

 40

Security Guards, 1st, 2nd & 3rd shift, full time openings available.  Applications can be picked up at Best Security, 312 Durfee Street, Fall 
River, MA.  Must have car, phone and clean police record.   Applicants must be at least 18 years old.

SECURITY GUARDS
FALL RIVER ABORGBest Security

 15206952  1
07/19/21

 20

Hiring Now!
PLEASE CLICK APPLY OR TEXT "JOBS" TO 561-660-9797 FROM YOUR SMARTPHONE!
Upscale Security Officers Willing to Work
Flexible Schedules Needed!
1500 Dollar Sign-On Bonus
The world's leading private security organization, G4S, has an immediate job opportunity for an Upscale Security Flex Officer. As an 
Upscale Security Flex Officer, you will perform general security duties in the protection of persons and property and the enforcement of 
all applicable policies, rules, and regulations of the client. The Flex Officer will work at various assignments and may be called upon to 
work irregular shifts at times with little to no advance notice.
The Upscale Security Flex Officer will also work at various assignments and may be called upon to work irregular shifts at times with 

SECURITY OFFICER - UPSCALE - FLEX - 1500
ASSONET INETEMPLG4S Secure Solutions (USA) Inc.

 15181109  3
07/14/21

 40

Job Details
Description
Bringing our love of food to families for five generations!  Blount Fine Foods is a family-owned and operated manufacturer, marketer, 
and developer of premium fresh prepared foods. We are an engaging team, bringing restaurant-quality products to America including 
single-serve grab-n-go fresh soups, mac & cheese, and entrées in grocery stores across the country, as well as for hot bars and 
restaurants. Help us create the finest food experiences including those with specialty certifications that include organic, gluten-free, 
and low sodium, among others. Join a proven team for growth, success, and a satisfying career! 

Summary:

SENIOR PAYROLL SPECIALIST
FALL RIVER ABORGBlount Fine Foods

 15185020  1
07/15/21

 40

Senior Project Manager

Massachusetts

11-15 Years

USA

SR Number
APPS/APPS/2021/1546300

SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER
FALL RIVER INETEMPLHCL America Inc.

 15153275  1
07/08/21

 40

Both Full and Part time positions available

SERVICE ADVISOR
BERKLEY KFRANCamping World
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As a Service Advisor you will primarily be responsible for initiating and processing requests for repair services and providing 
administrative support to the Service Department as well as keep customers apprised of work progress. Your passion will be rewarded 
through an aggressive, uncapped earnings potential, commission driven pay plan.

Essential Job Functions:

Determine specialized product needs and services by working directly with customers
Suggest add-on sales to increase average transactions
Provide price estimates for designated installations prior to scheduling appointments

 15153310  1
07/08/21

 40

Camping World offers highly competitive performance driven compensation plans, immediate enrollment in a comprehensive benefits 
package, and true training and advancement opportunities.

We are seeking a dynamic leader and team builder to deliver the highest level of customer satisfaction and profitability at our growing 
Service Center.

Deliverables:

Support and Manage the Service Manager(s) as part of the executive team in the location
Ensure a high level of internal and external customer satisfaction throughout the service department

SERVICE DIRECTOR
BERKLEY KFRANCamping World

 15153277  1
07/08/21

 40

We've got an awesome team already, but there's always room for more! We are ideally looking for someone with advanced diagnostic 
and repair skills for Recreational Vehicle (RV) coach systems, generators and coach body repairs. Someone who is passionate about 
fixing mechanical, plumbing, HVAC, electrical...
A successful Recreational Vehicle (RV) Technician will have strong attention to detail, be self-motivated and well-versed in all 
maintenance and repairs. Camping World will pay to certify individuals not already certified. Pay is based on experience and a flat-rate 
fee structure with uncapped earning potential.
? *Essential Job Functions:** + Provide and document complete diagnostic test and repair or replacement services to customers + 
Perform electrical, plumbing, carpentry and appliance maintenance + Track all parts and materials used in repairs or replacements + 
Keep supervisor appraised of work progress + Ensure that the final work product meets quality standards and is inspected by supervisor 
or designee + Maintain a safe and clean work area for customers and coworkers + Perform other miscellaneous duties as assigned 

SERVICE TECHNICIAN
BERKLEY KFRANCamping World

 15153270  1
07/08/21

 40

Essential Job Functions:

Receives and unloads items received, checking items against invoices and printout; prepares discrepancy report as needed.
Assembles and sets up merchandise displays and promotional items.
Performs general housekeeping duties, which involves organizing the warehouse, and general cleaning.
Maintains filing system for special orders; orders parts missing from stock items; tracks overstock items stored in the warehouse.
Responsible for checking in and shipping out U.P.S. and freight shipments.
Provides assistance to customers' which involves such duties as answering telephone inquiries, checking stock items, completing 
enrollment forms, locating items, etc.
Utilizes various hand tools in the performance of duties; wears protective clothing, and operates a forklift, facsimile machine, and 

SHIPPING AND RECEIVING ASSOCIATE
BERKLEY KFRANCamping World

 15207958  1
07/19/21

 40

Description
Apex Systems is a world class technology services business that incorporates industry insights and experience to deliver solutions that 

SOFTWARE/API DEVELOPER (1142256)
LAKEVILLE INETEMPLApex Systems, Inc.
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fulfill our clients’ digital visions.

Apex has an opportunity for a Software/API Developer in the Lakeville, MA area. Here are the details:

**For immediate consideration please email Allison: aportnoy@apexsystems.com**

Position: API Developer
Location: Lakeville MA

 15185703  4
07/15/21

 25

At Target we believe in our team members having meaningful experiences that help them build and develop skills for a career. The 
specialty sales roles can provide you with the:

Skills in guest service and active selling
Knowledge building in industry trends including brand differentiation
Knowledge of retail business fundamentals: department sales trends, inventory management, guest shopping patterns, pricing and 
promotions strategies and basic merchandising
WHAT WE ARE LOOKING FOR

We might be a great match if:

SPECIALTY SALES
SWANSEA KFRANTarget

 15198748  1
07/18/21

 40

Company DescriptionOcean Spray is a vibrant agricultural cooperative owned by more than 700 cranberry farmers in the United States, 
Canada and Chile, who have helped preserve the family farming way of life for generations. The cooperative's cranberries are currently 
featured in more than a thousand great-tasting, good-for-you products in over 100 countries worldwide. With more than 2,000 
employees and nearly 20 receiving and processing facilities, Ocean Spray is committed to managing our business in a way that respects 
our communities, colleagues and the environment.Ocean Spray believes that our colleagues are our best assets and we offer an 
environment where you can work with exceptionally smart, innovative and passionate teams that are motivated to deliver Ocean Spray 
products around the world. If you are looking for a rewarding career where you can Grow, Own, Live and Drive your career every day, 
Ocean Spray is for you!Job DescriptionThe Finance team at Ocean Spray is currently looking to add a Senior Business Analyst to their 
growing team. The position is located at our Corporate Office in Lakeville, MA. This finance role supports the Innovation and Marketing 
teams for new product/business opportunities.  This includes providing timely and relevant financial analysis to support the 

SR. FINANCIAL ANALYST, CORPORATE FINANCE
LAKEVILLE INETEMPLOcean Spray Cranberries, Inc.

 15215678  1
07/21/21

 40

bDescription/b
br
br
strongCall For Resumes:br
brOverview:/strong
br
brInnovative Defense Technologies (IDT), provider of automated software testing, data analysis, and cybersecurity solutions for 
complex defense systems, is currently accepting applications for an anticipated Software/Systems Engineer role requiring 7+ years of 
experience for a position in support of its innovative automated solutions. This position offers an engineer the opportunity to utilize 
his/her knowledge and talents as part of a collaborative team developing software for a growing company.br

SR. SOFTWARE\/SYSTEMS ENGINEER
FALL RIVER INETEMPLInnovative Defense Technologies

 15143937  1
07/05/21

 40

SR. TECHNICAL LEAD

Massachusetts

SR. TECHNICAL LEAD
FALL RIVER INETEMPLHCL America Inc.
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4.5-8 Years

USA

SR Number
APPS/APPS/2021/1538150

 15180928  1
07/14/21

 40  9:00 am  5:30 pm

Minimum Experience 3 years customer service experience and/or recent education or military experience.  1+ years of appointment 
setting, retail sales, B2B sales, telemarketing, payroll, operational process experience also works. Fast-paced, customer focused job 
skills.Educational Requirements: High School Diploma
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES INCLUDE: (include skills)
The Staffing Specialist builds business relationships with customers and temporary associates, calls customers to generate repeat sales 
and/or set sales appointments, delivers marketing materials to potential clients, assists new applicants with the employment process, 
qualifies potential temporary associates for eligibility to work, selects associates for job assignments and directs them to the job site 
location, follows up with customers on outstanding invoices, and much more! 
The ideal candidate has a drivers license, vehicle that can be used during work hours, and flexibility to cover in New Bedford for 4 hours 
every other Saturday morning.

STAFFING SPECIALIST
FALL RIVER RTEIXPeopleReady

 15219692  1
07/22/21

 25

Please visit the company website for more details on openings

STOCK ASSOCIATES
SEEKONK KFRANHobby Lobby

 15181103  4
07/14/21

 25

Unload trucks
Sort products in the back room
Stock products on shelves
Ensure aisles are neat and area is clean
Engage vendors and drivers with a positive attitude
Greet customers and answer their questions
Must have great customer service skills, and have a reliable means of transportation

STOCKERS/BACKROOM RECEIVING 
ASSOCIATES SWANSEA KFRANWalmart

 15215918  1
07/21/21

 40

Regional Vice President
Days, Nights, Weekend, Holidays
Service

Overview
Pep Boys is driven by its customer promise, "We go further to help you go farther." Founded 100 years ago by military veterans, 
generations of drivers have counted on Pep Boys ASE-certified Pros to service their vehicles. With a national network of nearly 1,000 
locations in 35 states and Puerto Rico, and 27 distribution centers, Pep Boys employs more than 8,000 people. Over 7 million vehicles 
pass through Pep Boys bays each year, and our commitment to being the ONE our communities count on is demonstrated through our 
exceptional customer experience and support of the critical technical training initiatives needed to close America's skills gap. For more 

STORE MANAGER OF SERVICE
SEEKONK INETEMPLPep Boys

 15171675  1
07/12/21

 40

Conduct taekwondo classes. Plan class content and structure. Teach techniques including sparring, poomsae (organized form per class 
level), kicks, balance, structure, and mental and physical training. Teach martial arts theory and history. Monitor and evaluate student 

TAEKWONDO INSTRUCTOR
DARTMOUTH INETEMPLMaster Lee U.S. Taekwondo, Inc.
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performance and suggest improvements. Minimum 4th degree black belt certification is required as 4th degree is standard for 
instructors. 
Requirement: Minimum 4th degree black belt certificate

 15198782  1
07/18/21

 40

Ocean Spray is a vibrant agricultural cooperative owned by more than 700 cranberry growers in the United States, Canada and Chile 
who have helped preserve the family farming way of life for generations. Formed in 1930, Ocean Spray is now the world's leading 
producer of cranberry juices, juice drinks and dried cranberries and is the best-selling brand in the bottled juice category. The 
cooperative's cranberries are currently featured in more than a thousand great-tasting, good-for-you products in over 100 countries 
worldwide. With more than 2,000 employees and nearly 20 cranberry receiving and processing facilities, Ocean Spray is committed to 
managing our business in a way that respects our communities, employees and the environment.Ocean Spray believes that our 
employees are our best assets and we offer an environment where you can work with exceptionally smart, innovative, passionate 
teams that are motivated to deliver Ocean Spray products around the world. We offer an onsite gym with weekly fitness classes, a 
cafeteria committed to delivering healthy meals to our employees and half day Fridays in the summer. If you are looking for a 
rewarding career where you can add value every day, Ocean Spray is for you!Ocean Spray is looking for a Talent Advisor who will be a 

TALENT ADVISOR (HR BUSINESS PARTNER)
LAKEVILLE INETEMPLOcean Spray Cranberries, Inc.

 15185992  1
07/15/21

 40

Summary
Assists teachers with curriculum planning, supervision, and teaching of children in a classroom setting; assists in presenting and 
reinforcing learning concepts.
Duties and Responsibilities
1.Provides support to the teacher to ensure a safe and stimulating educational environment.
2.Assists the teacher in planning and preparation for daily activities; aids instructional efforts of the teacher.
3.Assists the teacher in preparing lesson outlines, plans, and curricula in assigned areas.
4.Plans, prepares, and develops various teaching aids for use in classroom, including activity sheets, drawings, and similar handouts.
5.Presents subject matter to children, under the guidance of a teacher, utilizing a variety of methods including stories, discussions, and 
role playing.

TEACHER'S AIDE
FALL RIVER KFRANSaint Stanislaus School

 15172082  1
07/12/21

 40

Our Teachers bring warmth, patience, and understanding to the classroom every day, encouraging children to learn and grow. They 
inspire children to be lifelong learners using our nationally recognized curriculum that promotes social, physical, verbal, and cognitive 
development. Our Teachers are committed to making their center successful and know that creating meaningful relationships with 
children, families, and their team play a crucial role in that success.

As a member of our teaching staff, you will:

TEACHERS AT FALL RIVER KINDERCARE-210712
FALL RIVER INETEMPLKinderCare Education LLC

 15152818  1
07/08/21

 40

Technical Lead

Massachusetts

4.5-8 Years

USA

TECHNICAL LEAD
FALL RIVER INETEMPLHCL America Inc.
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SR Number
ERS/ERS/2021/1541896

 15188318  1
07/16/21

 40

Upon offer of employment, Candidate must pass pre-employment physical and drug test.  Random drug testing conducted throughout 
employment.

General Job Duties
The Warehouse Assistant is responsible for issuing inventory and supplies to production and maintenance employees and recording all 
transactions either manually or electronically. The assistant is also required to stock shelves, record locations, and issue stock to 
manufacturing. In addition, this position is responsible for handling the receipt of material, including loading and unloading material 
from trucks. 

WAREHOUSE ASSISTANT
SOMERSET INETEMPLGladding-Hearn Shipbuilding, Duclos Corp

 15225566  2
07/23/21

 40

Warehouse Associate
Monday-Friday, 3:15pm-11:45pm / $15 - temp to perm
Previous warehouse experience / Reliable

WAREHOUSE ASSOCIATE
FALL RIVER SMART2Spherion Staffing

 15180700  1
07/14/21

 40

Qualifications
High school or equivalent (Preferred)
Full Job Description
Warehouse Consolidator Position Available
Seeking intelligent, competent, and reliable team members.
Must be able to observe safety and security procedures while operating equipment (including fork lift) and materials properly.
Must react well under pressure and treat others with respect and consideration.
Must demonstrate accuracy and thoroughness while monitoring own work to ensure quality.
Must be able to follow instructions and respond to management direction.
Must be able to lift and/or move up to 50 pounds.

WAREHOUSE CONSOLIDATOR
FALL RIVER KFRANJS INTERNATIONAL

 15144498  1
07/06/21

 25

Qualifications
Driver's License (Required)

Full Job Description
Looking for a cool job? Do we have the opportunity for you! Currently, Hershey's Ice Cream is looking to hire a Part-Time Loader / 
Warehouse Utility Worker for our branch located in Seekonk, MA.

Job Duties Include, But Are Not Limited To:

* Pulling & loading next day's ice cream orders onto trucks accurately & efficiently.

WAREHOUSE LOADER
SEEKONK KFRANHershey Ice Cream

 15219603  1
07/22/21

 40

Warehouse Worker
Monday-Friday, 8am-4:30pm / $15 - temp to perm

WAREHOUSE WORKER
FALL RIVER SMART2Spherion Staffing
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Previous distribution experience / flexibility to get to Fall River and/or
Fairhaven (if needed)

Will need to have a drug test, background check and COVID test prior
to starting

 15210048  1
07/20/21

 40

Description

Background Information:

Innovative Defense Technologies (IDT), provider of automated software testing, data analysis, and cybersecurity solutions for complex, 
mission-critical systems for the US Department of Defense (DOD) and commercial customers, is seeking a Web Front End Developer to 
be based in our Mt. Laurel, NJ or Fall River, MA office. S/he will work with senior leadership and a fast-paced team of mission-focused 
engineers to solve some of our customer's toughest challenges. Initiative, creativity, reliability, and efficient teamwork will be required 
to successfully deliver innovative solutions in this dynamic customer space.

WEB FRONT END DEVELOPER
FALL RIVER INETEMPLInnovative Defense Technologies

 15185427  1
07/15/21

 40

Why Sherwin-Williams
Here, we believe there's not one path to success, we believe in careers that grow with you. Whoever you are or wherever you come 
from in the world, there's a place for you at Sherwin-Williams. We provide you with the opportunity to explore your curiosity and drive 
us forward. We'll give you the space to share your strengths and we want you to show us what you can do. You can innovate, grow, and 
discover in a place where you can thrive and Let Your Colors Show!

Where You'll be Working
The individual selected for this role will be expected to work at Store #5421, located at:
1275-1335 Fall River Ave, Seekonk, MA 02771

WHOLESALE PRODUCT SPECIALIST
SEEKONK INETEMPLSherwin-Williams Company
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